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MEMORANDUM OF THE UNITED STATES 
IN RESPONSE TO THE COURT'S ORDER DATED JANAURY 28, 2009 (U) 

The United States of America, by and through the undersigned Department of 

Justice attorneys, respectfully submits this memorandum and supporting Declaration of 

Lt. General Keith B. Alexander, U.S. Army, Director, National Security Agency (NSA), 

attached hereto at Tab 1 ('½lexander Declaration"), in response to the Court's Order 

Regarding Preliminary Notice of Compliance Incident Dated January 15, 2009 ('1anuary 

28 Order").~ 

The Government acknowledges that NSA's descriptions to the Court of the alert 

list process described in the Alexander Declaration were inaccurate and that the 
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Business Records Order did not pro.vide the Government with authority to employ the 

alert list in the manner in which it did. (T8{1Bf:/-/NF) 

For the reasons set forth below, however, the Court should not rescind or modify 

its Order in docket number BR 08-13. The Government has already taken significant 

steps to remedy the alert list compliance incident and has commenced a bro~der review 

of its handling of the metadata collected in this matter. In addition, the Government is 

takfrtg additional steps to implement a more robust oversight regime. Finally, the 

Governn1ent respectfully submits that the Court need not take any further remedial 

action,_ including through the use of its contempt powers or by a referral to the 

appropriate investigative offi.ces.1 (T8//Sf//Nfl) 

BACKGROUND (U) 

I. Events Preceding the Court's January 28 Order~ 

In docket number BR 06-05, tl_le Government sought, and the Court authorized 

NSA, pursuant to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act's (FISA) tangible things 

provision, 50 U.S.C. § 1861 et seq., to collect in bulk and on an ongoing basis certain call 

1 The January 28 Order directed the Government to file a brief to help the Court assess 
how to respond to this matter and to address seven specific issues. This memorandum 
discusses the need for further Court action based, in part, on the facts in the Alexander 
Declaration, which contains detailed responses to each-of fu.g Court's specific questions. See 
Alexander Deel. at 24-39.~ · 

l'OP SBCRET//COMUffl'/NOflORNI/MR 
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detail records or ''telephony metadata,'' so that NSA could analyze the metadata using 

contact chain.in fools. 2 (T31/-SL'-/}JP) 

FISA's tangi~le things provision authorizes the Director of the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (FBI) or his designee to apJ?lY to this Court 

for an order requiring the production of any tangible things (including 
books, records, papers, documents, and other items) for an investigation 
to obtain foreign .intelligence :information not concerning a United States 
person or to protect against international terrorism or clandestine 
:intelligence activities, provided that such investigation of a United States 
person is not conducted solely on the basis of activities protected by the 
first amendment to the Constitution. 

50 U.S.C. § 1861(a)(1). FISA's tangible thlngs provision directs the Court to enter an ex 

parte order requiring the production of tangible things and directing that the tangible 

things produced in response to such an order be treated in accord~ce with 

minimization procedures adopted by the Attorney General pursuant to section 1861 (g), 

jf the judge finds that the Government's application meets the requirements of 50 U.S.C. 

§ 1861(a) & (b). See 50 U.S.C. § 1861(c)(1). (U) 

In docket number BR 06-05 and each subsequent authorization, including docket 

number BR 08-13, this Court found that the Government's application met the 

requirements of 50 U.S.C. § 1861(a) & (b) and entered an order directing that the BR 

metadata to be produced-call detail records or telephony metadata-be treated in 

2 The Government will refer herein to call d-e:f:a:il.x.ecords collected pursuant-to the 
Court's authorizations in this matter as "BR metadata," . (TS~ 

. TOP SECRET/lCOM.INT//±'~0P0RI!iU/M.ll. 
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accordance with the minimization procedures adopted by the Attorney General. 

Among these minimization procedures was the folloVving: . 

Any search or analysis of the data archive shall occur only after a 
particular known tele hone number has been associated with -

r31 More specifically, access to the 
archived data shall occur only when NSA has identified a known 
telephone number for which, based on the factual and practical 
considerations of everyday life on which reasonable and prudent persons 
act, there are facts giving rise to a reasonable, articulable suspicion that the 
telephone number is associated with 
organization; provided, however, that a telephone number believed to be 
used by a U.S. person shall not be regarded as associated with -

solely on the basis of activities that are 
protected by the First Amendment to the Constitution. 

Order, docket number BR 06-:-05, at 5 (emphasis added); see also Memo. of Law in Supp. 

of Application for Certain Tangible Things for Investigations to Protect Against 

. 
International Terrorism, docket number BR 06-05, Ex. C, at 20 (describing the above 

requirement as one of several minimization procedures to be applied to the collected 

metadata). 4 (T8}/S"f/-~W) 

a Authorizations after this matter was initiated in May 2006 expanded the telephone 
identifiers that NSA could query to those identifiers associated wi 

.--....-.,.. docket number BR 06-05 (motion to amend granted in August 2006), and 
later the ~e ~rallx docket number 
BR 07-10 (motion to amend granted in June 2007). The Court's authorization:in docket number 
BR 08-13 a roved querying related t -

Primary Order, docket number 

- 4 In addition, the Court's· Order :in docket number BR 06-05 and each subsequent 
authorization, including docket number BR 08-13, required that "[a]lthough the data collected 
under this Order will necessarily be broad, the useof tnft :information for analysis-shall be 
strictly tailored to identifying terrorist communications and shall occur solely according to the 

'TOP SECRETI/C01\4INTIINQFORN/!MR . 
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On December 11, 2008, the Court granted the most recent reauthorization of the 

BR meta.data collection. For purposes of querying the BR meta.data, as in prior Orders 

in this matter, the Court required the Government to comply with the same standard of 

reasonable, articulable suspicion set forth above. Primary Order, docket number BR 08-

13, at 8-9.5 (TB/f&f//N:P.' 

On January 9, 2009, representatives from the Department of Justice's National 

Security Division (NSD) attended a briefing at NSA concerning the telephony metadata 

collection. 6 At the briefing, NSD and NSA representatives discussed several matters, 

including the alert list. See Alexander Deel. at 17, 27-28. Following the briefing and on 

the same day, NSD sent NSA an e-mail message asking NSA to confirm NSD's 

understanding of how the alert list operated as described at the bri~fing. FolloVving 

additional investigation and the collection of additional information, NSA replied on 

procedures described in the application, including the minimization procedures designed to 
protect U.S. person information." See, e.g .• Order, docket number BR 06-05, at 6 c_ir D. 
(TS//SI/-1.NF) 

5 In this memorandum the Government will refer to this standard as the "RAS standard" 
and telephone ~dentifiers that satisfy the standard as "RAS-approved." ~ 

6 The names of the Department of Justice representatives who attended the briefing are 
included in the Alexander Declaration at page 28. The date of this meeting, January 9, 2009, 
was the date on which these :individuals first learned (later con.fumed) th.at the alert list 
compared non-RAS-approved identifiers to the incoming BR metadata. Other than these 
individuals (and other NSD personnel with whom these individuals discussed this matter 
between January 9 and January 15, 2009), and those NSA personnel otherwise identified in the 
Alexander Declaration, NSD has no record of any otheiixecutive branch pers·onnel who knew ~ ~ 
that the elert list included non-RAS-approved identifiers prior to January 15, 2009. ~ 

TOP SBCRET.l/COMIWT//NO~ORWA\4i 
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January 14, 2009, confirming much of NSD's understanding and providing some 

additional information. See id. at 27. ~ 

Following additional discussions between NSD and NSA, a preliminary notice of 

compliance incident wa,s filed with the Court on January 15, 2009. See id. at 27-28. The 

letter reported that the alert list contained counterterrorism-associated telephone 

identifiers tasked for collection pursuant to NSA's signals intelligence (SIGINT) 

authorities under Executive Order 12333, and therefore included telephone identifiers 

that were not RAS-approved, as well as some that were.7 Thereafter, as previously 

reported in a supplemental notice of compliance incident filed with the Court on 

February 3, 2009, NSA unsuccessfully attempted to complete a software fix to the alert 

list process so that it comported with the above requfrement in docket number BR 08-13. 

7 The preliminary notice of compliance incident filed on January 15, 2009, stated in 
pertinent part: 

NSA informed the NSD that NSA places on the alert list counterterrorism 
associated telephone identifiers that have been tasked for collection pursuant to 
NSA' s signals intelligence (SIGINT) authorities under Executive Order 12333. 
Because the alert list consists of SIGINT-tasked telephone identifiers, it contains 
telephone identifiers as to which NSA has not yet determined that a reasonable 
and articulable suspicion exists that they are associated wi d 

d 
AB information co ecte pmsuant e Court's Orders in 

this matter flows into an NSA database, NSA automatically compares this 
information with its alert list in order to identify U.S. telephone identifiers that 
have been in contact with a number on the alert list. Based on results of this 
comparison NSA then determines in what body of data contact chaining is 
authorized. · 

Jan. 15, 2009, Prefuninary Notice of Compliance fucide:i;iJ1 docket number DB-: 1_3, at 2. 
('I'S/)SJ;//J>.U?) 
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See id. at 20. NSA shut down the alert list process.entirely on January 24, 2009, and the 

process remains shut down as of the date of this fillng. 8 See id. ~ 

II. NSA's Use of the Alert List Process to Query Telephony Metadata ~ 

When the Court initially authorized the collection of telephony metadata in 

docket number BR 06-05 on May 24, 2006, neither the Court's Orders nor the 

Government's application (including the attachments) discussed an alert list process. 

Rather, a description- of the alert list process fust appeared in the NSA report 

accompanying the renewal application in BR 06-08, filed with the Court on August 18., 

8 The supplemental notice of compliance incident filed on Febru~y 3, 2009, stated in 
pertinent part: 

On January 23, 2009, NSA provided the NSD with information regarding the 
steps it had taken to n1odify the alert list process in order to ensure that only 
"RAS-approved" telephone.identifiers run against the data collected pursuant to 
the Court's Orders in this matter (the "BR data") would generate automated 
alerts to analysts. Specifically, NSA informed the NSD that as of January 16, 2D09, 
it had modified the alert list process so that "hits" in the BR data based on non
RAS-approved signals intelligence (SIGINT) tasked telephone identifiers would 
be automatically deleted so that only hits 'in the BR data based on RAS-approved 
telephone identifiers would result in an automated alert being sent to analysts. 
NSA also indicated that it was in the process of constructing a new alert list 
consisting of only RAS-approved telephone identifiers. 

On January 24, 2009, NSA informed the NSD that it had loaded to the business 
record alert system a different list of telephone identifiers than intended. NSA 
reports that, due to uncertainty as tb whether all of the telephone identiliers 
Satisfied all the criteria in the business records order, the alert list process w~s 
shut down entirely on Januaiy 24, 2009. · 

Feb. 3, 2009, Supplemental '!\fotice of Compliance-fucident, docket number 08-13, at 1-2. 
(T5J/SJ/{NF) 
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2006. 9 The reports filed with the Court incorrectly stated that the alert list did not 

include telep~one identifiers that were not RAS-approved. In fact, the majority of 

telephone identifiers on the list were not RAS-approved. See Alexander Deel. at 4, 7-8. 

('fSI/Sfffi'J:P) 

A. Creation.of the Alert List for BR Metadata in May 20~ 

Before the Court issued its Order in BR 06-05, NSA had developed an alert list 

process to assist NSA in prioritizing its review of the telephony metadata it received. 

See id. at 8. The alert list contained telephone identifiers NSA was targeting for SIGINT 

collection and domestic identifiers that, as a result of analytical tradecraft, were deemed 

relevant to the Government's counterterrorism ac:tivity. See id. at 9. The alert list 

process notified NSA analysts if there was a contact between either (i) a foreign 

telephone identifier of counterterrorism. :interest on the alert list and any domestic 

telephone identifier in the incoming telephonr metadata, or (ii) any domestic telephone 

identifier on the alert list related to a foreign counterterrorism target and any foreign 

telephone identifier m. the incoming telephony metadata. See id. (TS//SI/~W) 

AccorcUng to NSA's review of its records and discussions with relevant NSA 

personnel, on May 25, 2006, NSA's Signals Intelligence Directorate (SID) asked for NSA 

Office of General Counsel's (OGC) concurrence on draft procedures for implementing 

9 Similarly, the applications and declarations in subsequent renewals did not discuss the 
alert list although the reports attached to the applicatio~ and reports filed separately from 
renewal applicatioru discussed the process.ffir 
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the Court's Order in docket number BR 06-05. See liL, at 12. The procedures generally 

described how identifiers on the alert list would be compared against incoming BR 

metadata and provided that a supervisor would be notified if there was a match 

between an identifier on the alert list and an identifier :in the incoming data. See id. at 

12-13 and Ex. B thereto ("BR Procedures") at 1-2. Moreover, a close reading of the BR 

Procedures indicated that the alert list contained both RAS-approved and non-RAS

approved telephone identifiers.10 See Alexander Deel. at 12-13; BR Procedures at 1. 

NSA OGC concurred in the use of the BR Procedures, emphasizing that analysts could 

not access the archived.BR metadata for purposes of conducting contact chaining

.... mless the RAS standard had been satisfied. See Alexander Deel. at 13-

14 and Ex. A and Ex. B thereto. ffSf/S'f//P-rF) 

On May 26, 2006, the chief ofNSA-Wasrungton's counterterrorism organization 

in SID. directed that the alert list be rebuilt to include only identifiers assigned to "bins" 

or uzip codes"11 that NSA used to iden · 

1° For example, after describing the notification a supervisor (i&, Shi.ft Coordinator and, 
later, Homeland Mission Coordinator) would receive if a foreign telephone identifier generated 
an alert based on the alert list process, the BR Procedures provided that the ,,Shift Coordinator 
will examine the foreign number and determine if that particular tele hone number ha~ been 
previously associated based on the standard 
articulated by the Court.1' BR Procedures at 1. rrntfJI/-/£,W.'t,-
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the only targets of the Court's Order in docket number BR 06-05. See 

Alexander Deel. at 14-15. Pursuant to this overall direction, personnel in NSA's 

·counterterrorispi organization actually built two lists to manage the alert process. The 

first list - known as the "alert list" - included all identifiers (foreign and domestic) 

that were of interest to counterterrorism analysts who were charged with tracking. 

his list was used to compare the incoming BR metadata NSA 

was obtaining pursuant to the Court's Order and NSA's other sources of SIGINT 

collection to alert the counterterrorism organization if there was a match between a 

telephone identifier on the list and an identifier in the incoming metadata. See id. at 15. 

The alert list consisted of two partitions-one of RAS-approved identifiers that could 

result in automated chaining in the BR metadata and a second of non-RAS approved 

identifiers that could not be used to initiate automated chaining in the BR metadata. 

See id. The second list-known as the "station table" -was a historical listing of all 

telephone iµentifiers that had undergone a RAS determination, including the results of 

the determination. See id. at 15, 22. NSA used the "station table" to ensure that only 

RAS-approved "seed" identifiers were used to conduct chaining---- ~ 

the BR metadata axchive. See id. at 15. In short✓ the system was designed to compare 

both SIGINT and BR metadata against _the identifiers on the alert list but only to permit 

A chart of the alert list process as it operated fro)J! May 2006 to January 200_9 is attached · 
to the Alexander Declaration as Ex. C.~ - --· - · ~ - - -

TOP SECllETJ/COJ\4:WTUNGEOBNIIMR 
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alerts generated from RAS-approved telephone identifiers to be used to conduct contact 

chaining f the BR metadata. As a result, the majority of telephone 

identifiers compared against the incoming BR meta.data in the rebuilt alert list were not 

RAS-approved. See id. at 4, 7-8. For example, as of January 15, 2009, the date of NSD's 

first notice to the Court regarding this issue, only 1,935 of the 17,835 identifiers on the 

alert list were RAS-approved. See id. at 8. ('FS//SI/fNF) 

Based upon NSA's recent review, neither NSA SID nor NSA OGC identified the 

:inclusion of non-RAS-approved identifiers on the alert list as an issue requiring 

extensive analysis. See id. at 11. Moreover, NSA personnel, including the OGC 

attorney who reviewed the BR Procedures, appear to have viewed the alert process as 

merely a means of identifying a particular identifier on the alert list that might warr~t 

further scrutiny, including a determination of whether the RAS standard had been 

satisfied and therefore whether contact chaining could take place in 

the BR meta.data archive using that particular identifier.12 See id. at 11-12. In fact, NSA 

designed the alert list process to result in automated chaining of the BR metadata only jf 

the :initial alert was based on a RAS-approved telephone identifier. See id. at 14. If an 

12 As discussed in the Alexander Declaration, in the context of NSA' s SIGINT activities 
the term "archived data" norma.lly refers to data stored in NSA's analytical repositories and 
excludes the many processing steps NSA tmdertakes to make the raw collections useful to 
analysts. Accord:ingly, NSA an_alytically distinguished the initial alert process from the 
subsequent process of performing contact chainin (i.e., "queries") of the 
11 archived data," assessing that the Court's Order in docket number BR 06-05 only: governed the _ 
latter. See Alexand~r Deel: at 3-4, 10-15. (T5/-/Si1/NF) --. · · , - - - -

'fOr' SECRETffCOMIN'fY/NOFORN//1',fR 
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alert was based on a non-RAS-approved identifier, no automated chaining would occur 

in the BR metadata archive although automated chaining could occur in other NSA 

archives that did not require a RAS determination (~ non-PISA telephony collection). 

B. · Description of the Alert List Process Beginning in August 2006 (~ 

The first description of the alert list process appeared in the NSA report 

accompanying the Government's renewal application filed with the Court on August 18, 

2006. The report stated in relevant part: 

(T5//5If/~ff) NSA has compiled through its continuous counter-
terrorism analysis, a list of telephone numbers that constitute an "alert 
Ii.st" of telephone numbers used by members of 

· s alert list serves as a body of 
telephone numbers employed to query the data, as is described more fully 
below. 

_ (J'Sl/!aJ./{P.W[ Domestic numbers and foreign numbers are treated 
differently with respect to the criteria for including them on the alert list. 
With respect to foreign telephone numbers, NSA receives information 
indicating a tie to 

Each of the foreign telephone numbers that comes 
to the attention of NSA as possibly related to 

evaluated to determine whether the 
information about it provided to NSA satisfies the reasonable articulable 
suspicion standard. If.so, the foreign telephone number is placed on the 
alert list; if not, it is not placed 011 the alert list. 

J;J.S//SI//NF-) The process· set out--abov.e;applies also to newly -
discovered domestic telephone numbers considered for addition to the 

TOP SiCRI!TI/CO:MOJT/lNOFORN//MR 
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alert list, with the additional requirement that NSA' s Office of General 
· Counsel reviews these numbers and affirms that the telephone number is 
not the focus of the analysis based solely on activities that are protected by 
the FirstAmendment. ... 

ffSf/Sf./-fMF) As of the last day of the reporting period addressed 
herein, NSA had included a total of 3980 telephone numbers on the alert 
list, which includes foreign numbers and domestic numbers, after 
concluding that each of the foreign telephone numbers satisfied the 
standard set forth in the Court's May 24, 2006 [Order], and each of the 
domestic telephone numbers was either a FISC approved number or in 
direct contact with a foreign seed that met those criteria. 

(JS//Sl//N~) !f o summarize the alert system: every day new 
contacts are autom~tically revealed with the 3980 telephone numbers r 

contained on the alert list described above, which themselves are present 
on the alert list either because they satisfied the reasonable articulable 
suspicion standard, or because they are domestic numbers that were 
either a FISC approved number or in direct contact with a number that 
did so. These automated queries identify any new telephone contacts 
between the numbers on the alert list and any other number, except that 
domestic numbers do not alert on domestic-to-domestic contacts. 

NSA Report to the FISC (Aug. 18, 2006), docket number BR 06-05 (Ex. B to the 

Government's application in docket number BR 06-08), at 12-15 (''.August 2006 

Report").13 The description above was included in similar form in all subsequent 

reports to the Court, including the report filed in December 2008. ~ 

13 The August 2006 report also discussed two categories of domestic telephone numbers 
that were added to the alert list prior to the date the Order took effect. One category consisted 
of telephone numbers for which the Court had authorized collection and were therefore 
deemed approved for metadata querying without the approval of an NSA official. The second 
category consisted of domestic numbers added to the alert list after direct contact Vvith a lmown 
foreign - seed 11.umber. _The. domestic numbers were not used as seeds themselves and 
contact chaining was limited to two hops (instead of the three hops authorized by the Court). 
See August 2006 Report, at 12-13; Alexander Deel. at Z..U.1 ... NSA subsequently r~moved the 
numbers in the second category from the alert list.· (TSilSI/4'lF)_ 

TOP SIZC&iT//CO:MINT//NOFORNf/MR 
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Accordmg to NSA's review of its records and discussions with relevant NSA 

personnel, the NSA OGC attorney who prepared the initial draft of the report included 

an inaccurate qescription of the alert list process due to a mist-ert 

-
I • Upon completing the draft, the attorney circulated the draft to other OGC 

attorneys and operational personnel and requested that others review it for acCUI'acy. 

See id. The inaccurate descriptio~ however, was not corrected before the report was 

finalized and filed with the Court on August 18, 2006. The same description remamed 

in subsequent reports to the Court, including the report filed in docket number BR 08-

i3.14 ra//SI//NF) 

14 At the meeting on January 9, 2009, NSD and NSA also identified that the reports filed 
with the Court have incorrectly stated the number of identifiers on the alert list. Each report 
included the number of telephone identifiers purportedly on the alert list. See. e.g .• NSA 120-
Day Report to the FISC (Dec. 11, 2008), docket number BR 08-08 (Ex. B to the Government's 
application in docket number B.R 08-13), at 11 (" As of November 2, 2008, the last day of the 
reporting period here~ NSA had included a total of 27,090 telephone identifiers on the alert 
list .... "). In fact, NSA reports :fuat these numbers did not reflect the total number of identifiers. 
on the alert list; they actually represented the total number of identifiers :included on the 
"station table" (NSA' s historical record of RAS de~rmi.l;:t~tions) as currently RAS-~pproved (i&., 
approved for contact chain.in See Alexander Deel. at·s n.3. ([fSl/SJ:1-INF~ ~ -

TOP SECRETffCOMINTf/NOFORN//MR 
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DISCUSSION (U) 

I. THE COURT'S ORDERS SHOULD NOT BE RESCINDED AND NEED NOT 
· BE MODIFIED~· 

In the January 28 Order, the Court directed il1e Government to submit a written 

brief designed to, among other things, assist the Court :in assess:ing whether the Primary 

Order in docket number BR OS.-13 should be modified or rescinded.15 January 28 Order 

at2.~ 

So long as a court retains jurisdiction over a case, then, in the absence of a 

prohibition by statute or rule, the court.retains inherent authority to "reconsider, 

rescind, or modify ai1 interlocutory order for cause seen by it to be sufficient." 

Melancon v. Texaco, Inc., 659 F.3d 551,553 (5th Cir. 1981). The choice of remedies rests 

in a court's s01111d discretion, see Kingsley v. United States, 968 F.2d 109, 113 (1st Cir. 

1992) (citations omitted) (considering the alternative remedies for breach of a plea 

agreement), but in exercising that discretion a court may consider the full consequences 

that a particular remedy may bring about, see AJre~ae v. Chertoff, 471 F.3d 353,360 (2d 

Cir. 2006) (citations omitted) (.instructing that on remand to consider petitioner's motion 

to rescind order of removal, immigration judge may consider ,('totality of the 

circumstru1ces,,). Consonant with these pr:inciples, prior decisions of this Court reflect a 

sh·ong preference for resolving .incidents of non-compliance through the creation of 

15 The authorization granted by the Prima_zy Or_~~r issued by the Co1:2J;t in docket 
number BR 08~ 13 expires oil March 6, 2009 at 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time. (TS//8:r/,'t-IB) 

TOP SBC:RET//CO~flNT//NOFORN//lvfR 
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additional proced1ues and safeguards to guide the Government h1. its ongo:ing collection 

efforts, rather than by imposing the extraordinary and final remedy of rescission. See, 

~g;,_ Primary Order, docket numbe t 11-12 (requiring, in . 

response to an incident of non-compliance, NSA to file with the Court. every thirty days 

a report discussing, among other things, queries made since the last report to the Court 

and NSA's application of the relevant standard); see also ocket numbers 

(prohibiting the querying of data using 11seed" accounts validated using particular 

information). ffS//5!/!Nf,) 

The Court's Orders :in this matter did not authorize the alert list process as 

implemented to include a comparison of non-RAS-approved identifiers against 

incoming BR metadata. However, in light of the significant steps that the Government 

has already tal:en to remedy the alert list compliance incident and its effects, the 

significant oversight modifications the Government is in the process of implementing, 

and the value of the telephony metadata collection to the Government's national 

security mission, the Government respectfully submits that the Court should not 

rescind or modify the authority granted :in docket number BR 08-13. ~ 

TOP SBCRET/fCOP.HNT//NOFORN//MR 
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A. Remedial Steps Already Undertaken by the Government Are Designed 
to Ensure Future Compliance with the Court's Orders and to Mitigate 
Effects of Past Non-Compliance~ 

Since the Government first reported this matter to the Court, NSA has taken 
' 

several corrective measures related to the alert process, :includ:ing im.m.ediate steps to 

sequester and shut off its analysts' access to any alerts that were generated from 

compar:ing incoming BR metadata aga:inst non-RAS-approved identifiers. See 

Alexander Deel. at 19-20. NSA also immediately began to re-engineer the entire alert 

process to ensure that only RAS-approved telephone identifiers are compared against 

incoming BR metadata. See id. Most importantly, NBA shut off the alert list process on 

January 24, 2009, when its redesign efforts failed, and the process will remain shut 

do:wn until the Government can ensure that the process will operate within the terms of 

the Court's Orders. See id. at 20. (TSNeI//J)lF) 

NSA has also conducted a review of all 275 reports NSA has disseminated since 

May 2006 as a result of contact chainin f NSA' s archive of 

BR metadata.16 See id. at 36. Tirirty-one of these reports resulted from. the automated 

alert process. See id. at 36 n.17. NSA did not identify any report that resulted from the 

use of anon-RAS-approved "seed" identi.fier.17 See id. at 36-37. Additionally, NSA 

16 A single report may tip more than one telephone identifier as_ being related to the seed 
identifier. As a result, the 275 reports have tipped a total of 2,549 telephone identifiers since 
May 24, 2006. See Alexander Deel. at 36 n.17. (TaNSI//UP) 

ll7 NSA has identifi~d one report where the-number on the alert list was not RAS
approved when the alert was generated but., after receiving the alert., a supervisor determined 

TOP SEClUiTt/COM:Il'ffl/NOFORNh'Mit 
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determined that in all instances where a U.S. identifier served as the :initial seed 

identifier for a report (22 of the 275 reports), the initial U.S. seed identifier was either 

already the suqject of FISC-approved surveillance under the FISA or had been reviewed 

by NSA' s OGC to ensure that the RAS determination was not based solely on a U.S. 

person's first amendment-protected activities. See id. at 37. ~ 
. . 

Unlike reports generated from the BR metadata, which NSA disseminated 

outside NSA, the alerts generated from a comparison of the BR metadata to the alert list 

were. only distributed to NSA SIGINT personnel responsible for counterterrorism 

activity.18 See id. at 38. Si?ce this compliance incident surfaced, NSA identified and 

eliminated analyst access to all alerts that were generated from the comparison of non

RAS approved identifiers against the incoming BR metadata and has limited access to 

the BR alert system to only software developers assigned to NSA's Homeland Security 

Analysis Center (HSAC), and the Technical Director for the HSAC. See id. at 38-39. 

that the identifier, in fact, satisfied the RAS standard. After this determination, NSA used tb..e 
identifier as a seed for chaining in the BR FISA data archive. Informatlon was developed that 
led to a report to the FBI that tipped 11 new telephone identifiers. See Alexander Deel. at 37 
n.18.~ 

18 Ini-f?.ally, if an identifier on the alert list generated an alert th.a~ the identifier, had been 
in contact with an identifier in the United States, the alert system masked (i&., concealed from 
the analyst's view) the domestic_identifier. Later, in January 2008, the SIGINT Directorate 
allowed the alerts to be sent to analysts without masking the domestic identifier. NSA·made 
this change in an effort to improve the ability of SIGJN~.:.'¥1-alysts, on the bas~ _of their target 
lmowledge, to prioritize their work more efficiently. See Alexander Deel. at 38. ff'J//Gf//Mf) 
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In addition to the steps NSA has taken with respect to the alert list issues, NSA 

has also implemented measures to review NSA's handling of the BR metadata generally. 

For example1 the Director of NSA has ordered end-to-end system eri.gineering and 

process reviews (technical and operational) of NSA's handling of BRmetadata. See id. 

at 21. 111.e results of this review will be made available to the Court. See id. at 21 n.13. 

In response to this Order, NSA also has undertaken the following: 

., a review of domestic identifiers on the "station table" in order to confirm 
that RAS determinations complied with the Court's Orders; and 

• . an audit of all queries made of the BR metadata repository since 
November 1, 2008, to determine if any of the queries during that period 
were made using non-RAS-approved identifiers.19 

See id. at 22-23. (T~//Sr.//N:P) 

To better ensure that NSA operational personnel understand. the Court-ordered 

procedures and requirements for accessing the BR metadata, NSA's SIGINT Oversight & 

Compliance Office also initiated an effort to redesign tra.b.i.ing for operational personnel 

who require access to BR metadata. This effort will include competency testing prior to 

access to the data. See id. at 23. In the :interim, NSA management personnel, with 

support from NSA OGC and the SIGINT Oversight and Compliru.1ce Office, delivered 

19 Although NSA' s review is still ongoing, NSA' s review to date has revealed no 
instances of improper querying of the BR metadata, aside from those previously reported to the 
Court in a notice of compliance incident filed on January 26, 2009, in which it was reported that 
between approximately December 10, 2008, and January 23, 2009, two analysts conducted 280 
qu~ries usmg non-RAS-approved identifiers. See Alexander Deel. at 22-23. As discussed below, 
NSA is implementing software changes to the quay to_QI;s used by analysts ~o that only RAS- ~, 
approved identifiers may be used to query the BR FISA data repository .. See id. at 22-23. ~ 
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in-person briefings for all NSA personnel who have access to the BR metadata data 

archive to remind them of the requirements and their responsibilities regarding the 

proper handl:i:rJ.g of BR meta.data. See id. In addition, all NSA personnel 1'.\7ith access to 

the BR metadata have also received a written reminder of their responsibilities. See id. 

(TB//SI/n,JF) 

Finally, NSA is implementing two changes to the tools used by analysts to access 

the BR metadata First,. NSA is changing the system that analysts use to conduct contact 

chaining of the BR metadata so that the system Vvill not be able to accept any non-RAS

approved identifier as the seed identifier for contact chaining. See id. at 24. Secon~ 

NSA is implementing software changes to its system that will limit to three the number 

of "hopsn permitted from a RAS-approved seed identifier. See id. (T'e,{-/fJI//l!!tF) 

B. Additional Oversight Mechanisms the Government Will Im.plementiS)-

The operation of the alert list process in a maru1er not autho~ized by the Co1ut 

and contrary to the manner in which it was described to the Court is a significant 

compliance matter. While the process has been remedied in the ways described above,. 

the Government has concluded that additional oversight mechanisms are appropriate to 

ensure future compliance with the Primary Order in docket number BR 08-13 and any 

future orders renewing the authority granted therein. Accordingly, the Government 

will implement the following oversight mecha.rusms in addition to those contained in 

the O;>Urt's Orders: 

TOI? SECRET//CO~flNT/INOfORN/HtfR 
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e NSA' s OGC will consult with NSD on all significant legal opinions that relate to 
the interpretation, scope and/or implementation of the author~ation granted by 
the Court in its Primary Order in docket number BR 08-13, prior Orders issued 
by the Court, or any future order renewing that authorization. When 
operationally practicable, such consultation shall occur in advance; otherwise 
NSD will be notified as soon as practicable; 

® NSA' s OGC will promptly provide NSD with copies of the mandatory 
procedm·es (and all replacements, supplements or revisions thereto in effect now 
or adopted in the future) the Director 0£ NSA is required to main.tam to strictly 
control access to and use of the data acquired pursuant to orders issued by the 
Court iri. this matter; 

e NSA's OGC will promptly provide NSD with copies of all formal briefing and/or 
training materials (including all revisions thereto) currently in use or prepared 
and used in the future to brief/train NSA personnel concerning the authorization 
granted by orders issued by fue Court in this matter; 

• At least once before any future orders renewing the authorization granted in 
docket number BR 08-13 expire, a meeting for the purpose of assessing 
compliance with this Court's orders will be held with representatives from 
NSA's OGC, NSD, and appropriate individuals fromNSA's Signals Intelligence 
Directorate. The results of this meeting will be reduced to -writing and submitted 
to the Court as part of any application to renew or reinstate 'this authority; 

• At least once during the authorization period of all future orders, NSD will meet 
with NSA's Office of Inspector General (9IG) to discuss their respective 
oversight responsibilities. and assess NSA' s compliance with the Court's orders 
in this matter; 

• Prior to implementation, all proposed automated query processes will be 
reviewed and approved by NSA' s OGC and NSD. 

(::CS//SI//NE) 

While no oversight regime is perfect,- the Government submits that tlus more· 

robust oversight regime will significantly reduce the likelihood of such compliance 

incidents occurring in the future~ 
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C. The Value of the BR Metadata to the Government's National Security 
Mission~ 

The BR metadata plays a critical role in the Government's ability to find and 

identify members and agents o 

As discussed in declarations previously filed with 

the Court in this matter, operatives of 

use the international telephone system to 

comm.unicate with one another between numerous countries all over the world, 

including to and from the United States. Access to the ac~ulated pool of BR 

metadata is vital to NSA's counterterrorism intelligence mission because it enables NSA 

to discover the communications of these terrorist operatives. See Alexander Deel. at 39-

42. While terrorist operatives often take intentional steps to disguise and obscure the~ 

communications and their identities using a variety of tactics, by employing its contact 

chaining against the accumulated pool of metadata NSA can 

discover valuable information about the adversary. See id. Specifically, using contact 

chaining NSA may be able to discover previously unknown 

telephone identifiers used by a kno-wn terrorist operative, to discover previously 

unknown terrorist operatives, to identify hubs or common contacts between targets of 

interest who were previously thought to be unc01U1ected, and potentially to discover 

individuals willing to become U.S. Government assets. See, e,g., Deel. of Lt, Gen. Keith 

B. Alexander, docket number BR 06-05, Ex. A at 1 9;-becl. a 

TOP SRCIUi'.Tt/COl.\HNT//NOFORNHMK 
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number BR 08-13, Ex. A at 119-11.20 Such discoveries are not possibl~ when targeting 

solely known terrorist telephone identifiers. See Alexander Deel. at 39-40. 

Demonstrating the value of the BR metadata to the U.S. Intelligence Community,. the 

NSA has disseminated 275 reports and tipped over 2,500 telephone identifiers to the FBI 

and CIA for further investigative action since the inception of this collection in docket 

number BR 06-05. See id. at 42. 'This reporting has provided the FBI with leads and 

linkages on individuals in the U.S. with connections to terrorism that it may have 

otherwise not identified. See id. l'l-S//3I//NF)-

In summary, the unquestionable foreign intelligence value of this collection, the 

substantial steps NSAhas already taken to ensure the BR metadata is only accessed in -

compliance with the Court's Orders, and the Government's enhanced oversight regime 

provide the Court with a substantial basis not to rescind or modify the authorization for 

this collection program.~ 

III. THE COURT NEED NOT TAKE ADDITIONAL ACTION REGARDING 
MISREPRESENTATIONS THROUGH ITS CONTEMPT POWERS OR BY 
REFERRAL TO APPROPRIATE INVESTIGATIVE OFFICES ~ 

The January 28 Order asks "whether the Court should tal<e action regarding 

persons responsible for any misrepresentation to the Court or violation of its Orders, 

. See Alexander Deel. at 41; De~. ~o-~et 11.umber BR 08:~ -:.. _ __ 
13, Ex. A at 110, (TSI/ST:/-~ff) 
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either through its contempt powers or by referral to the appropriate investigative 

offices." January 28 Order at 2. The Government respectfully submits that such acfi:ons 

are not requiret;I. Contempt is not an appropriate remedy on these facts, and no referral 

is required, because NSA already has self-reported this matter to the proper 

:investigative offices. ~ 

. Whether contempt is civil or criminal in nature turns on the "character and 

purpose" of the sanction involved. See Int'l Union, United Mine Workers of Am. v. 

Bagwell, 512 U.S. 821, 827 (1994) (quoting Gompers v. Bucks Stove & Range Co., 221 

U.S. 418, 441 (1911)). Criminal contempt is punitive in nature and is designed to 

vindicate the authority of the court. See Bagwell, 512 U.S. at 828 (internal quotations 

and citations omitted). It is imposed retrospectively for a "completed act of 

disobedience," and has no coercive effect because the contemnor cannot avoid or 

mitigate the sanction through later compliance. Id. at 828-29 (citations omitted).21 

Because NSA has stopped the alert list process and corrected the Agency's unintentional 

misstatements to the Court, any possible contempt sanction here would be in the nature 

of criminal contempt.~ 

21 By contrast, civil contempt is "remedial, and for the be11.efit of the complainant." 
Gon.wers. 221 U.S. at 441. It "is orclinarily used to compel compliance with an order of the 
couxt," Cobell v. Norton, 334 F.3d 1128, 1145 (D.C. Cir. 2003), and may also be designed "to 
compensate the complainant for losses sustained." United States v. United Mine Workers of 
America, 330 U.S. 258, 303-04 (1947) (citations omitted). -(U) · · 
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A finding of criminal contempt '1requi.res both a contemptuous acf and a 

wrongful state of mind." Cobell, 334 F.3d at 1147 (citations omitted). The violation of 

the order must, be willful: ,., a volitional act by one who knows or should reasonably be · 

aware that his conduct is wrongful." United States v. Greyhound Corp., 508 F.2d 529, 

531-32 (7th Cir. 1974), quoted in In re Ho~loway, 995 F.Zd 1080, 1082 (D.C. Cir. 1993) 

(emphasis in original). For example, a criminal contempt conviction under 18 U.S.C. § 

401 requires, among other thlngs, proof of a willful violation of a court order; i.e., where 

the defendant "acts with deliberate or reckless disregard of the obligations created by a 

court order." United States v. Rapone, 131 F.3d 188, 195 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (citations 

omitted).22 (U) 

Here, there are no facts to support the necessary finding that persons at NSA 

willfully violated the Court's Orders or intentionally sought to deceive the Court. To 

the contrary, NSA operational personnel implemented the alert list based on the 

concurrence of its OGC to a set of procedures that contemplated comparing the alert 

list, including non-RAS-approved telephone identifiers, against a flaw of new BR 

metadata. See Alexander Deel. at 12-14. TI1e concurrence of NSA's OGC was based on 

NSA's understanding that, by using the term 1' archived data/' the Court's Order in 

22 A person charged with contempt committed out of court is entitled to the usual 
protections of criminal law, such as the presumption of innocence and the right to a jury trial. 
Bagwell, 512°U.S. at 827-28. For cr:iminal contempt to apply, a willful violation of an order must 
be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. See id. ContemE~ occurring in the p~_senc~ of the Cour~ _ _ 
however, is not subject to all such protections. See id. at 827 n.2. (U) - - -
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docket number BR 06-05 only required the RAS standard to be applied to the contact 

conducted by accessing NSA's analytic repository of BR 

metadata. See id. at 10-14. This advice was given for the purpose of advising NSA 

operators on how to comply with the Court's Orders when using an alert list. Its goal 

plainly_was not to deliberately or recklessly disregard those Orders; and in heeding this 

advice, NSA operators were not themselves seeking to deliberately or recldessly 

disregard the Court's Orders. Indeed, the NSA attorney who reviewed the procedures 

added language to the procedures to emphasize the Court's requirement that the RAS 

standard must be satisfied prior to conducting any chain.in-£ NSA's 

analytic repository of BR meta.data. See id. at 13-14. (f'i,//faI/fI;,W) 

NSA OGC's concurrence on the procedures the SIGINT Pirectorate ~evelo:ped for 

process:ing BR metadata also established the framework for numerous subsequent 

decisions and actions, including the drafting and reviewing of NSA's reports to the 

Court. NSA personnel reasonably believed, based on NSA OGC's concurrence with the 

BR Procedures, that the queries subject to the Court's Order were only contact chaining 

of the aggregated pool of BR metadata. Against this backdrop, 

NSA operational personnel reasonably believed that, until contact chaining of the 

aggregated pool of BR metadata was conducted, the alert list process was not subject to 

the RAS requirement contain~d in the Court's Order. This, h1 ~n, led to the 

misunderstanding between the NSA attorney ~ho .J2!epared the initial_ qraft_of NSA's 
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first BR report to the Court and the individual in the SIGINT Directorate who served as 

the report's prima1y reviewer, so that ultimately the report conta:ined an incorrect 

description of 1:11-e alert list process. See id. at 16-18.23 In other words, there was no 

deliberate effort to provide inacCUiate or misleading information to the Court, nor did 

any NSA employee deliberately circumvent the RAS requirement contained in the 

Court's Orders. Based on this confluence of events, all parties involved in the drafting 

of the report believed the description of the alert list to be accurate. (fS(/BJ:/f!>JF) 

In addition, the Government has already taken steps to notify the appropriate 

investigative officials regar_ding this matter. Specifically, FBI's OGC was informed of 

this matter an January 23, 2009; the D4'ector of National Intelligence was informed of 

this matter on January 30, 2009, and received additional information about the .incident 

on two other occasions; and the Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence was 

informed of this matter on February 10, 2009. See~ at 28-29. NSAhas also;notified its 

Inspector General of this matter. See id. at 28. Finally, NSA is in the process of formally 

reportfog iliis matter to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Intelligence Oversight 

and subsequently the President's Intelligence Oversight Board. See id. at 28-29. (S) 

23 As described above, the alert list actually consisted of two partitions-one of RAS
approved identifiers that could result in automated chain.mg in the BR metadata and a second 
of non-RAS approved identifiers that could not be4lsed.t..o initiate automated chaining in the BR, -:-_ _ _ 
metadata. See Alexander Deel. at 15. {'IS))Sf;'/f'.J:E9-
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CONCLUSION (U) 

For the reasons provided above, while the Government acknowledges that its 

descriptions of, the alert list process to the Court were inaccurate and that the Court's 

Orders in this matter did not authorize the alert list process as iinplemented, the Court 

should not rescind or modify its Order :in docket number BR 08-13 or take any further 

remedial action.~TS/feL{/NEJ_ 

Respectfully submitted, 

Matthew G. Olsen 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 

Office of Intelligence 

National Security Division 
United States Department of Justice 
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UNITED STATES 
FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE COURT 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

) 
) 
) DocketNo.: BR08-13 
) 
) 

DECLARATION OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL KEITH B. ALEXANDER, 
UNITED STATES ARMY, 

DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL SECURITYAGENCY 

(U) I, Lieutenant General Keith B. Alexander, depose and state as follows: 
. . 

(U) I am the Director of the National Security Agency ("NSA" or "Agency"), an 

intelligence agency within the Department of Defense ("DoD''), and have served in this 
•· ' 

position since 2005. I currently hold the rank of Lieutenant General in the United States 

Army and, concurrent with my current assignment as Director of the National Security 

Agency, I also serve as the Chief of the Central Security Service and as the Commander 

of the Joint Functional Component Command for Network Warfare. Prior to my current 

assignment, I have held other senior supervisory positions as an officer of the United 
I 

States military, to include service as the Deputy Chief of Staff (DCS, G-2), Headquarters, 

Department of the Army; Commander of the US Anny's Intelligence and Security 

Command; and the Director of Intelligence, United States Central Command . 
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(S) As the Director of the National Security Agency, I am responsible for 

directing and overseeing all aspects ofNSA1 s cryptologic mission, which consists of 

three functions: to engage in signals intelligence ("SIGINT") activities for th.e US 

Government, to include support to the Government: s computer network attack activities; 

to conduct activities concerning the security of US national security telecommunications 

and information systems; and to conduct operations security training for the US 

Government. Some ofth.e information NSA acquires as part of its SIOINT mission is 

collecte~ pursuant to Orders issued undt;r the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 

1978, as amended ("FISA"). 

(U) Th~ sta-tements_herein are bas~d upon my personal knowledge, information 

provid~d to me by my subordinates in the course of my official duties, advice of counsel, 

· and conclusions reached in accordance therewith. 

I. (U) Purpose: 

(S.~lSJ//N~') Thls declaration responds to the Court's Order of28 January 2009 

("BR Compliance Order"), which directed the Government to provide the Foreign 

Intelligence Surveillance Court (''FISC" or "Court") with information "to help the Court 

assess whether the Orders issued in this docket should be modi~ ed or rescinded; whe~er 

other remedial steps should be directed; and whether the Court-should take action 

regarding persons responsible. for any misrepresentations to the Court or violations of its 

Orders, either through its contempt powers or by referral to appropriate investigative 

offices." 
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(SffNF) To this end, this declaration, describes the compliance matter that gave 

rise to the BR Compliance Order; NSA's analysis of the underlying activity; the root 

causes of the compliance problem; the corrective actions NSA has taken and plans to take 

to avoid a reooc:urrence of the incident; answers to the seven (7) specific questions the 

Court has asked regarding the incident; and a description of the importance of this 

collection to the national security of the United States. 

II. (U) Incident: 

A.: (U) Summary . 

(TS{,'S~f.P) Pursuant to a series of Orders issued by the Court since May 2006, 

· NSA has been receiving telep4ony metadata from telecommunications providers. NSA 

refers to the Orders collectively as the "Business Records Order" or "BR FISA. '' With 

each iteration of the Business Records Order, the Court has included language which says 

"access to the archived data shall occur only when NSA has identified a known 

telephone identifier for which . ·. . there are facts giving rise to a reasonable articulable 

suspicion that the telephone identifier is associated with 

See; e.g., 

Docket BR 08-13, Primary Order, 12 December 2008, emphasis added. For reasons 

described in more detail in the Section III.A. of this declaratiQn, NSA personnel 

understood the term "archived data" to refer to NSA's analytic repository of BR PISA 

metadata and implemented the Business Records Order accordingly. 
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(T~.l/~I/,l)+f) While NSA did not authorize contact chainin to 

occur'in the Agency's analytic repository of BR FISA material unless NSA had 

determined that the "seed" telephone identifier for the chaining 

satisfied.the reasonable articulable suspicion ("RAS'') standard specified in the. Order, in 

its reports to the Court regardingNSA's implementation of the Business Records Order, 

the Agency inco1wctly described an intermediate step called the alert process that NSA 

applied to the incoming stream of BR FISAmetadata. The alert process would notify 
' 

counterterrorism (CT) analysts if a comparison of the incoming metadata NSA was 

receiving from the Business Records Order and other sources of SIGINT collection 

revealed a match with telephone identi:~_ers that were on an alert l_ist of identifiers that 

were a1ready of interest to CT personnel. 

(T~t/SWWF) In its reports to the Court, NSA stated the alert list only contained 

telephone identifiers that satisfied the RAS standard. In reality, the majority of identifiers 

on the alert list were CT identifiers that had not been assessed for RAS. If one of these 

non-RAS approved identifiers generated an alert, a er analyst was notified so that NSA 

could make a RAS determination. If the Agency determined the identifier satisfied the 

RAS standard, only then would the identifier be approved as a seed for contact chaining 

in the Agency's BR FISA analytic repository (i.e., the "archived 

data"), If the contact chaining roduced information of foreign 

intelligence value, an NSA analyst would issue a report. In other words, none ofNSA' s 

BR FISA reports were based on non-RAS approved identifiers across the period in 

question - May 2006 through January 2009. 
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(SHSI) I wish to emphasize that neither I nor the Agency is attempting to 

downplay the significance ofNSA's erroneous description oftlie alert process to the 

Court. In retrospect, the Business Records Order did not provide NSA with specific 

authority to employ the alert list in the manner in which it did. The Agency'$ failure to 

describe the alert process accurately to the Court unintentionally precluded the Court 

from detemuning for itself whether NSA was correctly implementing the Court's Orders. 

Although I do not believe that any NSA employee intended to provide inaccurate or 

misleading information to the Court, I fully appreciate the severity of this error. 

B. (U) Details 

(IS 11Slt,'J?,l"F) Boclcet BR 08-13 is the FISC' s most recent renewal of authority first 

granted to the Government in May 2006 to receive access to business records in the form 

of telephone.call detail records. See Docket BR 06-05, 24 May 2006. NSA developed 

the automated alert process to notify NSA analysts of contact between a foreign 

telephone identifier of counterterrorism interest and any domestic telephone identifier; or 

any contact betwee?- a domestic telephone identifier, related to a roreign counterterrorism 

target, and any foreign telephone identifier. In its first BR FISA report to the Court in 

August 2006, the Agency described the automated alert process as follows: 

(TS1'fS:Y~W}NSA has compiled through its continuous counter-
terrorism analysis, a list of telephone numbers that constitute an "alert'list" 
oftele hone numbers used b members of_ 

This alert~ 
te ephone num ers employed to query the data, as is described more fully 
below. 
~ Domestic numbers and foreign numbers are treated 

differently with respect to the criteria forinclu.d.J.ng them on the alert list. 
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Each of the foreign te e ho 
as ossibly related to 

· s evaluated to determine whether the 
information about it provided to NSA satisfies the reasonable articulable 
suspicion standard. If so, the foreign telephone number is placed on the 
alert list; if not, it is not placed on the alert list. 

(TSl/SI't.N:E) The process set out above applies also to newly 
. discovered, domestic telephone numbers consider~d for addition to the 

alert list, with the additional requirement that NSA' s Office of General 
Counsel reviews these numbers and affimls that the telephone number is 
not the focus of the analysis based solely on activities that are protected by 
the First Amendment. There are, however, two categories of domestic · 
tele hone numbers that were added to the NSA alert list 

and the basis for their addition is slightly different. 
(T8l,lSYfMF) The first category consists. of-domestic numbers 

that are currently the subject ofFISC authorized electronic surveillance 
based on the FISC's findin of robable cause to believe that the are used 
by agents of 
Since these numbers were already reviewed and au orized by the Court 
for electronic surveillance pmposes, they were deemed approved for meta 
data querying without the approval of an NSA official. 

(Ts-/fSY~W) The second category consists of .omestic 
numbers each of which was added to the NSA alert list r min to 
NSA's ttenti 

ent 
level of sus icion that NSA enerated an intelli2:ence renort about the 

-6-
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(T8//8Yl}W) However, :b.i order to avoid any appearance of 
circumventing the procedures, NSA will change its software to build the 
chains from the original foreign number and remove the■ domestic 
numbers described above from the alert list. While the software is being 
developed, which will take approximately 45 days, NSA will continue to 
run the domestic numbers on the alert list as described. [I] 

ffS/13I/ft,t.F} As of the last day of the reporting period addressed 
herein, NSA had included a total of 3 980 telephone numbers on the alert 
list, which includes foreign numbers and domestic numbers, after 
concluding that each of the foreign telephone numbers satisfied the 
standard set forth in the Court's May 24, 2006, and each of the domestic 
telephone numbers was either a FISC approved number or in direct 
contact with a foreign seed that met those criteria. 

( I S/t3:b'fNJ9-To summarize the alert system: every day new 
contacts are automatically revealed with the 3 9 80 telephone numbers 
contained on the alert list described above, which themselves are present 
on the alert list either because they satisfied the reasonable articulable 
suspicion st~dard, or because they are domestic numbers that were either 
a FISC approved number or in direct contact with a number that did so. 
These automated queries identify any new telephone contacts between the 
numbers on the alert list and any other number, except that domestic 
number~ do not alert on domestic-to-domestic contacts. 

. (TSh'Sft,'},W) During this reporting period, a combination of the 
alert system and queries resulting from leads described below in paragraph 
two led to analysis that resulted in the discovery of 138 new numbers that 
were tipped as leads to the FBI and the CIA as suspicious telephone 
numbers. · 

See Docket BR 06-05, NSA Report to the FISC, August 18, 2006, at 12-16 (footnote 

omitted). Subsequent NSA reports to the Court contained similar representations as to 

the functioning of the alert list process. See, e.g., Docket BR 08-08, NSA 120-Day 

Report to the FISC, December 11, 2008, at 8-12. 

(TSl,Lgy~w,- In short, the reports filed with the Court incorrectly stated that the 

telephone identifiers on the alert list satisfied the RAS standard. In fact, the majority of 

telephone identifiers included on the alert list had not been RAS approved, although the 

TOP SECR:ET/fCOM:fl..frffl~OFOitM/1Mlt 
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identifiers were associated with the same class of terrorism targets covered by the 

Business Records Order.2 Specifically., of the 17,835 telephone identifiers that were on 
the alert list on 15 January 2009 (the day DoJ reported th.is compliance incident to the 

Court), 01tly 1,935 were RAS approved.3 

ID. (U) NSA's Analysis: 

(The term ''metadata" refers to information about 

a comnumication, such as routing information, date/time of the communication, etc., but 

does not encompass the actual contents of a communication.) As explained in greater 

detail in Section Vlfofthis declaration, analysis of communications metadata can yield 

important foreign intelligence information, 

7 

3 (TS,'/Sti/NFJ I he reports filed with the Court in this matter also incorrectly stated the number of 
identifiers on the alert list. Each report included the number of telephone identifiers purportedly on the 
alert list. See, e.g., Docket BR 06-08, NSA 120-Day Report to the FISC, August 18, 2006, at 15 ("As of 
tbe last day of the reporting period addressed h~ein, NSA has included a total of 3980 telephone numbers 
on the alert list ..•.. "); Docket BR 08-13, NSA 120-Day Report to the FISC1 December 11, 2008, at 11 
(" As of November 2, 2008, the last day of the reporting period herein, NSA had included a total of 27,090 
telephone identifiers on the alert list" ..•. "). In fact, these numbers reported to the Court did not reflect the 
number of identifiers on the alert list; they actually. represented the total number of identifiers included on 
the "station table" (disc~ssed below atpagel5) as "RAS approved.,:' i.e .• approved for contact chaining, 

TOP SHGRET.l/C0~4JJ:,ff,l/NOFORN,l/MJ:l 
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,NSAputon 

the alert list telephone identifiers from two different source~ that were of interest to 

counterterrorism personnel. The first source consisted of telephony identifiers against 

which the Agency was conducting SIGINT collection for counterterrorism reasons and 

the second source consisted of domestic telephony identifiers which, as a result of 

analytic tradecraft, were also·deemed relevant to the Govern:ment's counterterrorism 

activity. The key goal of this alert process was to notify NSA analysts if there was a 

contact between a foreign telephone identifier of counterterrorism interest and any 

domestic telephone identifier; or contact between any domestic telep)l.one identifier, 

related to a foreign counterterrorism target, and any foreign telephone identifier. At the -

time, NSA considered this type of contact to be an important potential piece of foreign 

intelligence since such contact could be indicative of an impending terrorist attack against 

the US homeland. 4 

A. (TS) The Alert List Process 

~SNSf//:tiifli') When the Court issued the first Business Records Order in May 

Database" which was a master target database of foreign and domestic telephone . 

identifiers that were of cun·ent foreign intelligence interest to counterterrorism personnel. 

4 (TSl,lSYA'ff) Neither the Agency nor the rest of the US Intelligence Community has changed thls view 
regarding the importance of identifying this type of contact between counterterrorism targets and persons 
inside the United States. In fact, the 9/11 Commission Report alluded to the failure to share information 
regarding a facility associated with an al Qaeda safehouse in Yemen and contact with one of the 9/11 
hijackers (al Mihdbar) in San Diego, California., as an important reason the Jntelligence Community did not 
detect al Qaeda's planning for the 9/11 attack. See, "The 2L1.l Cqi,nmission Report," at26~·272. -

'fOf SBCR.ffiYfCO:M.=!f,THNOFORHAAl,4:R 
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The second source was-which was and continues to be a database NSA uses as 

a selection management system to manage and task identifiers for SIGINT collection. 

(T8/}SfffNF) The Business Records Order states that "access to the archived data 

shall occur only when NSA has identified a known telephone identifier for which ... 

there are facts giving rise to a reasonable articulable suspicion that the telephone 

identifier is associated wi 

Docket BR 08-13, 

Primary Order, 12 December 2008. The· term "archived data'' is of critical importance to 

understanding the rebuilt alert process NSA implemented after the Court issued the first 

Business Records Order in May 2006. 

(TS.LtS:11,lN;F) :As normally used by NSA in the context of the Agency's SIGlNT 

activities, the term "archived data" refers to data stored in NSA's analytical repositories 

and excludes the many processing steps the Agency employs to make the raw collection 

useful to individual intelligence analysts. 5 Based on internal NSA correspondence and 

from discussions with NSA personnel familiar with the way NSA processes SIGINT 

collection, I have concluded this understanding or the term "archived data" meant that the 

NSA personnel who designed the BR FISA alert list process believed that the 

requirement to Sfi;tisfy the RAS standard was only triggered when access was sought to 

NSA's stored (i.e., "archived" in NSA parlance) repository ofBRFISA data. 

5 {fS/iSYffW) For example, a small team of"data integrity analysts" ensures that the initial material NSA 
receives as a result of the Business Records Order is properly fonnatted and does not contain extraneous 
material that the Agency does not need or want before such material is made available to intelligence 
analysts. 

'IOP SECREr/,lQOMIHT/tNOf ORN/1:Ivffl. 
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- (15HSL'/N~)Jn fact, when the initial draft procedures for implementing the 

Business Records Order were created, it does not appear that either the SIGINT 

Directorate or the Office of General Counsel identified the use of non-RAS approved 

identifiers on the alert list as an issue th.at required in-depth analysis. NSA personnel, 

including the NSA attorney who reviewed the SIGINT Directorate's implementation 

procedures for the Business Records Order, appear to have viewed the alert system as 

merely pointing to a particular identifier on the alert list that required determination of 

whether the RAS standard had been satisfied before permitting contact chaining and/or 

pattern analysis in the archived BR PISA data. Accordingly, the Office of General 

Counsel approved the procedures but stressed that the RAS standard set out in the 

Business Records Order had to be satisfied before any access to the archived data could 

occur.6 

-(I 8/;'SI(~IE)..As a result, personnel in the SIG INT Directorate who understood 

how the automated alert process worked, based on their own understanding of the term 

"archived data" and the advice ofNSA's Office of General Counsel, did not believe that 

NSA was required to limit the BR FISA alert list to only RAS approved telephone 

identifiers, 

6 (Tg/,lglt4',l:F) This result is not surprising since, regardless of whether the identifiers on the alert list were 
RAS approved, NSA was lawfully authorized to collect the conversatio:qs and metadata associated Mth the 
non-RAS approved identifiers tasked for NSA SIGINT collection activities under Executive Order 12333 
and included on the alert list. The alert process was intended as a way for ana1-t t i ri 'ze eir work. 
The alerts did not provide analysts with pennissio hainin fthe 
BR PISA meta.data. Instead, any contact chaining the BR FIS data also required a 
determination that the seed number for such chain had satisfied the·MS standard. 

'FOP SECRBTHCOMilHilmOFORW,l/MR 
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- Rather, they believed the limitation in the Court's order applied only where data 

had been aggregated over time, and where the authority and ability existed to conduct 

multi-hop analysis across the entire data archive. (See Section VII for a description of· 

the benefits of aggregating data for later analysis.) 

""f.E'S/,'t;UCNF)JSBA's review of this matter has confirmed that, even prior to the 

issuance of the Business Records Order, members of the SIGINT Directorate engaged in 

discussions with representatives ofNSA' s· Office of General Counsel to determine how 

the Agency would process the telephony metadata NSA expected to receive pursuant to 

the Court's Order. Then, on 25 May 2006 immediately after issuance of the frrst 

Business Records Order, representatives of NSA' s Signals Intelligence Directorate asked 

NSA's Office of General Counsel to concur on a draft set of procedures the SIGJNT 

Directorate had developed to implement the Business Records Order. These draft 

procedures stated: 

The~ERT processing system will provide a selective . 
notification to the NSA CT AAD Shift Coordinator that a FISA Business 
Record transaction has ·been received. This notification will contain only the 
foreign telephone number and collection bin category. This notification will 
only occur when the foreign number in the transaction matches the foreign 
telephone number residing in that collection bin. This notification will include 
no domestic numbers and occurs prior to any chaining whatsoever. 

There was no express statement that the alert list contained both RAS and non-RAS 

approved identifiers but it was clear that identifiers in the alert system would be 

TOfl SECRETNCO:MRIT,',4'~0:FORNNMR 
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compared against incoming BR FISA data. It was also clear that, if there was a match 

between an identifier on the alert list and an identifier in the incoming data, a Shift 

Coordinator in the SIG INT Directorate's counterterrorism office would be notified. 8 

(TS 11SJ,1~W) Later on 25 May 2006, of the Office of 

General Counsel concurred on the use of the draft procedures after adding language to the 

procedures emphasizing that analysts could not access the archived BR FISA data in 

NSA's BR PISA data repository unless the RAS standard had been satisfied. 

coordinated her review of the procedures with one of her colleagues in the 

Office of General Counsel 

procedures stated in pertinent part: 

Specifically, as initially drafted, the 

The CT AAD Shift Coordinator will examine the foreign number and deter.mine if 
' s been previously associated witha I • I• 

I ased on the standard articulated by the Court. 

evised this bullet to read: 

The CT AAD Shift Coordinator will examine the foreign number and determine if 
that articular tele hone number has been previously associated with -

ased on the standard articulated by~ 
Reasonable articulable suspicion must be based on a totality of the circumstances 
and can be met by any number of factual scenarios. However, if a seed number is 
of interest only because of its direct contact with one other number, that other 
number must be lmown b some · denti:fi.able standard (probably or possibly) to be 
used by If you are unsure of 
whether the standard is met, please contact OGC. 

8 (T&',181,'fNB Since preparation oftbe original procedures, the Agency now refers to each "Shift 
Coordinator'' as a."Homeland Mission Coordinator'' or "HMC." 

'I OP SECitE'f/lC0MO1TUN0EQRN//1vlR 
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lso added a footnote to the procedures to read, "As articulated in the FISC 

Order, 'access to the archived data will occur only when the NSA has identified a known 

telephone number for which, based on the practical considerations of everyday life on 

' 
which reasonable and prudent persons act; there are facts giving rise to a reasonable, 

articulable suspicion that the telephone number is associated with 

Section 5A.n 

(TS,l/SlI.l/NF) The SIGINT Directorate began using the process described in the 

procedures not long after receiving OGC' s approval, A copy of the procedures approved 

by NSA1s Office of General Counsel and the approval ofNSA's Office of General 

Counsel are attached as Exhibits A and B, respectively. 

(TS/ISI/INF) As a result, the Agency ultimately designed the alert process to 

result in automated call chaining of the BR PISA data repository if the initial alert was 

based on a RAS approved identifier. If an alert was based on a non-RAS approved 

identifier, no automated chaining would occur in the BR FISA material but automated 

chaining could occur in NSA' s_ repositories of infonuation that had been acquired under 

circumstances where the RAS require!!l-ent did not apply~ such as telephony collection 

that was not regulated by the PISA. 

(TS/,l8Y/.NP) Specifically, on 26 May 2006, ho was 

serving as the chief ofNSA-Washington's counterte1wrism organization in NSA's 

Signals Intelligence Directorate, directed that the alert list be rebuilt to ensure that the 

J:Q;p ~I!:CRETMCOM::ENTffNOFORU/fleiR 
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alert list would only incl~de identifiers assigned to ''bins'~ or "zip codes"9 that NSA used 

to label an identifier as being associated with since these 

were the only classes of targets coyered by the initial Business Records Order. Pursuant 

to this overall direction, personnel in the counterterrorism organization actually built two 

lists to manage the alert process. The first list - known as the alert list - included all 

identifiers that were of interest to counterterrorism analysts whq were charged with 

tracking to include both foreign and domestic telephony 

identifiers. This list was used to compare the incoming telephony metadata NSA was 

obtaining from the Business Records Order and NSA' s other sources of SIGJNT 

collection to alert the counterterrorism organization if there was a match between a 

telephone identifier on the list and an identifier in the incoming metadata 'fhis list had 

two partitions. The first partition consisted of RAS approved identifiers which could 

result in automated chainmg of the BR FISA data repository. The second partition 

consisted of non-RAS approyed identifiers which cciuld not be used to initiate automated 

chaining of the archived BR FISA material. The second list - known as the "station 

table" - served as a historical listing of all telephone identifiers that have undergone a 

RAS detennination, to include the results of the determination. This list was used to 

ensure that only RAS approved "seed" identifiers would be used to conduct chaining or 

pattern analysis ofNSA' s data repository for BR FISA material. For the Court's 

TOP SECREIUCO¥JNT{/NOEOl?Ntt?la:B 
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convenience, a pictorial description of the BR FISA alert process as the process operated 

from May 2006 until January 2009 is attached as Exhibit C. 

· B~ Incorrect Description of Alert List in Reports to the FISC 

~("fSHSY/WF) Reviews ofNSA records and discussions with relevant NSA 

personnel have revealed tha managing attorney in NSA' s Office 

of General Counsel, prepared the initial draft of the first BR FISA report. 

appears to have included the inaccurate desc~iption of the BR FISA alert process due to a 

mistaken belief that the alert process for the Business Records Order 

(T8h'3f/~W}l' .. fter completing his initial draft of the BR_ FISA report, in an email 

prepared on Saturday, 12 August 2006 ote: 

Attached is the Draft of the Report to the Court. This is NOT ready to go until 
it is reviewed again... I have done my best to be complete and thorough, but ... 
make sure everything I have siad (sic) is absolutely true. 

'fO~. 8ECiIBrNCOMfNT,'if~OFORJU,'},fR 
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See Exhibit D. Despite the dixection that the draft BR FISA report be thoroughly 

reviewed by other attorneys ~d NSA operational personnel for accuracy, the inaccurate 

description of the alert list that was contained in the initial draft of the report was not 

corrected before the repmt was finalized. In addition, the inaccurate description was not 

. ?orrected in subsequent reports to the Court, either, until the inaccurate description was 

identified by representatives from the Department of Justice ("Dor') during a briefing 

and roundtable discussion regarding NSA's handling of BR PISA material on 9 January 

2009. Once DoJ corrfu~med that the Agency's actual alert list process in the BR FISA 

was inconsistent with the past descriptions NSA had provided to the Court of the alert list 

process, DoJ filed a notice on 15 January 2009 identifying this problem to the Court. 

(TS//SY!}IB) 4..s alluded to above, the inaccurate description of the BR FISA alert 

list initially appears to have occurred due to a mistaken belief that the alert list for the 

BR FISA material 

I ~- TI1is error was compounded by the fact that, as noted previously, the SIGINT 

Directorat~ had actually constructed the alert list with two partitions. Moreover, given 

that the Office of General Counsel prepared the initial draft of the report and had 

previously approved the procedm·es the SIGINT Directorate drafted for processing the 

BR FISA material, s the primary reviewer of the draft report for 

the SIG INT Directorate, thought the Office of General Counsel's description of the 

automated alert process for BR FISA material, although omitting a discussion of one of 

the partitio~s, was legally correct since no contact chaining[ 

'fOP 8ECRETJ/CO~ffi+T),'1'JOFORNl'.L.Ivra 
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authorized to talce place against the BR FISA archive unless the seed identifier for the 

chaining had undergone RAS approval. 

~ Therefore, it appears there was never a complete understanding among the 

key personnel who reviewed the report for the ~IGINT Directorate and the Office of 

General Counsel regarding what each individual meant by the terminology used in the 

report. Once this initial misun~rstanding occurred, the alert list description was never 

corrected since neither the SIGINT Directorate nor the Office of General Counsel 

realized there was a misunderstanding. As a result, NSA never revisited the description 

of the alert list that was included in the original report to the Court. Thus, the inaccurate 

description was also included in the subsequent reports to the Court. 

-(TSN8fh¾F) Ihe initial Business Records Order was the subject of significant 

attention from NSA's Signals Intelligence Directorate, Office of General Counsel, and 

Office of Inspector General in an effort to ensure the Agency implemented the Order 

correctly. See, e.g., NSA Office of Inspector General Report, ~'Assessment of · 

Manage~ent Controls for Implementing the FISC Order: Telephony Business Records," 

dated 5 September 2006 (attached as Exhibit E).11 Nevertheless, it appears clear in 

hlndsight from discussions with the relevant personnel as well as reviews ofNSA's 

internal records that the fo~us was almost always on whether analysts were contact 

chaining the Agencf s repository of BR PISA data in compliance with the RAS standard 

1~S:'Jl8Ji/NF) Note that some of the Exhibits included with this declaration, such as Exhibit E, contain the 
control marking•••••llll,r- NSA has de-compartmented these materials solely for 
the Court's consideration of the-BR PISA compliance incident that DoJ reported to the Court on 15 January 
2009. -- · . 

TOP SBCRBT//CO~ffiffi'iNOfORM/fMR 
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specified in the Order. Similarly, subsequent internal NSA oversight ofNSA's use of 

BR FISA material also appears to have focused on ensuring that: 

e . Homeland Mission Coordinators were applying the RAS standard 

correctly; 

e Proper acces~ control and labeling procedures were in place to ensure 

BR PISA material was controlled appropriately; 

0 The Agency was receiving and archiving the correct BR FISA telephony 

metadata; 

• The Agency's dissemination of BR FISA reports contaimng US telephone 

identifiers were handled consistently with the terms of the Bt!-siness 

Records Order and NSA reporting policies; and 

• A process was put in place to conduct some auditing of tlie queries of the 

BR PISA data repository. 

(f8/7'8I/f.Nf) Furthermore; from a technical standpoint, there was no single person 

who had a complete technical understanding of the BR PISA system architecture. This 

probably also contributed to the inaccurate description of the alert list that NSA included 

in its BR FISA reports to the Court. 

IV. (U) Corrective Actions: 

A. ~ The Alert List 

(T£.l/BY~W) Since DoJ reported this compliance matter to the Court on 

15 January 2009, NSA ha~ taken a number of co1Tectiv:e me~sures, to include immediate 

'TOP SHCR:E'fh'CO:tvffi<TT#.NOFORUHMR 
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steps to sequester, and shut off analyst access to, any alerts that were generated from 

comparing incoming BR FISA material against non-RAS approved identifiers. NSA also 

immediately began to re-engineer the entire alert process to ensure that material acquired 

pursuant to the Court's Business Records Order is only compared against identifiers that 

have been determined to satisfy the RAS standard since this was the description of the 

process that the Agency had provided to the Court. After an initial effort to fix the 

problem resulted m an unmtended configuration of the revised automated alert process, 

NSA shut down the automated ale~ process entirely on 24 January 2009. (This 

configuration error resulted in DoJ filing a Supplemental Notice of Compliance Incident 

with the Court on 3 February 2009.) The automated alert process for BR FISA data will 

remain shut down until the Agency can ensure that all the intended changes to the 

automated BR FISA alert process will operate as intended and in a manner that match the 

descriptions NSA has provide to the Court. As appropriate, NSA plans to keep DoJ and 

the Court informed concerning the progress of this effort. 

(TSffSil,~W) In short, t:J;is redesign of the alert process will ensure that it is 

implemeq.ted in a manner that comports with the Court's Orders. NSA currently 

contemplates that there will actually be two, physically separate, alert lists. One list will 

consist solely of RAS approved identifiers and only this list will be used as a comparison 

point against the incoming BR FISA material. The second list will consist of a mix of 

RAS and non-RAS approved identifiers but will not be compared against the BR PISA 

data. In other words, BR PISA data will not be compared against non-RAS approved 

identifiers. 

TOP 8BGRBTJJCO~HJ/HOPOR}t'J},ffi. 
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B. (U) Other Measures Being Taken to Better Ensure Compliance With the 
Court's Orders 

('fS//SI//NF) In addition to the immediate measures the Agency took to address 

the compliapce incident, I directed that the Agency complete ongoing end-to-end system 

engineering and process reviews (technical and operational) ofNSA's handling of 

BR PISA material to ensure that the material is handled in strict compliance with the 

terms of the Business Records Order anq. the Agency's descriptions to the Court.12 

Detailed below are components of this end-to-end review and other steps being taken by 

NSA to ensure compliance with the Court's Orders.13 

(TS//SV,'NF) For example, as part of the review that I have ordered, the Agency is 

examining the "Transaction Portal" analysts use to conduct one (1) hop chaining on RAS 

approved telephone identifiers for the purpose of validating network contacts, identified 

through previous, properly authorized contact chaining, for reporting on terrorist contacts 

with domestic telepho:i;ie identifiers. The existing query mechanism for the Transaction 

Portal limits each query to a single "hop." In order that the results do not exceed the 

three (3) hop limit imposed by the Business Records Order the identifier entered by an 

analyst must either be RAS approved or must be within two (2) hops of the RAS 

approved identifier. Results from the query are returned to the analyst as a list of all 

individual call records associ.ated with the identifier for the query. In theory. an analyst 

1~BA 's SIG INT Director has directed similar reviews for some of the other sensitive activities NSA 
undertakes pursuant to its SIGlNT_authorities, to include certain activities that are regulated by the FISA, 
_such as NSA's analysis of data received pursuant to the-If the Agency identifies any 
compliance issues related to activities undertaken pursuant to FISC authorization, NSA will bring such 
issues to the attention ofDoJ and the Court. 

13 ('FSHSV/NF) The results of this end-to-end review will be made available to DoJ and, upon request, to 
theFISC. 
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could conduct a series of one-hop queries to effectively conduct a multi-hop chain of the 

BR PISA data. The Agency is investigating whether software safeguards. can be 

developed to enforce the three hop limit imposed by the Business Records Order. 

(FS//SL'fNF) NSA initiated a review of the domestic identifiers on the "station 

table" that NSA uses as its historical record of RAS approval decisions on approved 

telephone identifiers so that NSA will be certain the Agency is in compliance with all 

aspects of the Business Records Order, to include the Agency's previous representations 

to the Court. As NSA's historical listing of all telephone identifiers that have undergone 

a RAS determination, the station table inciudes the results of each determination (i.e., 

RAS approved or not RAS approved). 

(TS/fSY/NFf-Similar to the reviews of the Transaction Portal and the station table, 

NSA is examining other aspects of the Agency's technical architecture, to ensure that 

NSA' s technical infrastructure has not allowed, and will not allow, non-approved 

selectors to be used as seeds for contact chaining of the BR FISA data . . 
NSA will report to DoJ and the Court if this examination of the technical infrastructure 

reveals any incidents of improper qµerying of the BR PISA data repository. 

('fS/JSI/fl"ff)-Although the Agency and DoJ have conducted previous audits of 

queries made against the BR FISA data, in resp.onse to the BR Compliance Order as well 

as in light of recent instances of improper querying that were the subject of separate 

notices to the Court, the Agency initiated an audit of all queries made of the BR FISA 

data repository since 1 November 2008 to determine if any of the queries during this 
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tim.eframe were made on the basis of non-RAS approved identifiers. While this review is 

still ongoing, to date this review has revealed no instances of improper querying of the 

BR FISA data repository, aside from improper queries made by two (2) analysts who 

were the subject of a previous compliance notice to the Court. From the time these two 

analysts were granted access to the BR PISA data J."epository on 11 and 12 December 

2008 until the time NSA tenninated their access in January 2009, these two analysts were 

responsible for 280 improper queries. 

(TS://8I/rlofli} .1Uso, in response to some earlier instances of improper analyst 

queries of the BR PISA data repository that were recently discovered and reported to the 

Court, the Agency scheduled and delivered in-person briefings for all NSA personnel 

who have access to the BR FISA data archive to remind them of the requirements and 

their responsibilities regarding the proper handling of BR FISA material. NSA 

management personnel delivered these briefings with direct support from the Office of 
. . 

General Counsel and NSA's SIGINT Oversight & Compliance Office. In addition to the 

in-person briefings, all personnel with access to the BR FISA data archive have also 

received a written reminder of their responsibilities, As a follow-on effort, NSA's 

SIGINT Oversight & Compliance Office also initiated an effort to re-design the Agency's 

training for NSA operational personnel who require access to BR FISA material. The 

new training will include competency testing. If an analyst cannot achieve a passing 

grade on the test, he or she will not receive access to the BR FISA data repository. 

-(TS UgV/t,flr) To an effort to eliminate the type of querying mistakes of the 

archived data that were the subject of other, separate co.mpliance·notices to .the Court, 
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see, e.g., DoJ Rule lO(c) Notices, filed 21 January 2009 and 26 January 2009, NSA is 

implementing changes to the system that analysts use to conduct contact chaining of the 

BR PISA repository so that the system will not be able to accept any non-RAS approved 

identifier as the seed identifier for call chaining analysis. Only a limited number ofNSA 

personnel will possess privileges that would allow the new safety feature to be bypassed 

temporarily. NSA anticipates that the feature would on1y be bypassed for tlrne sensitive 

queries where an NSA Homeland Mission Coordinator has determined that the seed 

identifier satisfies the RAS standard but operational priorities cannot wait for the formal 

update of the list of RAS approved identifiers to take effect within the system. 

Additionally, NSA is implementing software changes to the system that will limit the 

number of chained hops to only three from any BR FISA RAS approved selector. 

VI. (U) Answers to Court's Specific Questions: 

(TBAts/llNF) 0uestion 1: Prior to January 15, 2009, who, within the Executive Branch, 

knew that the "alert list" that was being used to query the Business Record database 

in.eluded telephone identifiers that had not been individually reviewed and determined to 

meet the reasonable and articula~le suspicion standard? Identify each such individual 

by name, title, and specify when each individual learned this fact. 

(TSUSI/ll>W) A.nswer 1: As explained in the Agency's answer to Question 3, 

below, after DoJ identified this matter as a potential issue during DoJ's visit to NSA on 

9 January 2009, numerous NSA and DoJ personnel were briefed about the problem. 

Accordingly, the identities of the some of the key personnel informed of the compliance 
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issue on or after 9 January 2009 are discussed in the answer to Question 3. The NSA 

personnel who, prior to 9 January 2009, !mew, or may have known, that the alert list 

contained both RAS and non-RAS approved identifiers and were run against the 

incoming BR FISA data are as follows: 

Title 
Program Mgr 
CT Special 
Projects, SID 

Date of Knowledge 
May 2006 

Deputy Program May 2006 
Mgr, CT Special 
Projects, SID 

Deputy Program May 2006 
Mgr, CT Special 
Projects, A&P, SID 

NSA/OGC Attorney May 2006 

NSA/OGC Attorney May 2006 

May2006 

Computer Scientist · May 2006 
SIGINT Dev'ment 
Strategy & Governance 

Tech Director May 2006 
HSAC, SID 

Deputy Chief January 2009 
HSAC, SID 

Computer Scientist May 2006 
HSAC, SID 

Tech Support 
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Mission Systems 
Mgmt, HSAC, SID 

As ordered by the Court, the listing identifies the relevant personnel by their name, the 

title of the person's position with the Agency at the time they learn~d; or may have 

learned, that non-RAS identifiers were being run against the incoming BR FISA data, 

and the esmnated date this information did or may have come to their attention. 

-• whose ~e is denoted by fill asterisk ("')1 has retired from Govemment 

service. Please note that the listing also indicates whether a person on the list was also on 

distribution for NSA's reports to the Court that contained the inaccurate description of the 

alert list. This does not mean that an individual who was on distribution for the reports 

was actually familiar with the contents of the reports. 

7_ i SilSit.4'W) In addition to the individuals identified above, there were at least 
. 

three (3) individuals ~eluded as named addressees on her email 

concurrence to SIGINT Directorate's BR FISA implementation procedures on 25 May 

2006. These individuals - (NS.A/OGC), (NSA/OGC), 

and (SID Data Acquisition) - are not included in the listing since they 

appear to have received the email for information purposes only and, based. on 

conversations with each, do not appear to have been familiar with the implementation 

procedures that were attached to the email. 

~t should also be noted there are an indeterminate number of other 

NSA persopnel who lmew or may have known the alert list contained both RAS and non

RAS selectors, but these personnel were not fonnally-;briefed on how the alert process 
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worked and were not responsible for its operation. _Instead, they received alerts for the 

purpose of assessing RAS. Based on information ~vailable to me, I conclude it is 

unlikely that this category of personnel knew how the Agency had described the alert 

process to the Court. 

. .JJuestion 2: How long has the unauthorized querying been conducted? 

('f&'/Slt/l-W) Answer 2: The comparison of the :incoming BR FISA material 

against the identifiers ·listed on the alert list began almost as· soon as the :first Business 

Records Order was issued by the Court on 24 May 2006. 

(T8f/8ll/HF) Ouestion 3: How did the unauthorized querying come to light? _Fully 

describe the circumstances surrounding the revelations. 

(TS//Sit/l-W) Answer 3: On 9 January 2009, representatives fr.om the Department 

of Justice met with representatives from NSA in order to receive a briefing on NSA's 

hand~ng of BR PISA material and then participated in a roundtable discussion of the 

BR PISA process. 14 During this briefing and follow-on discussion, DoJ representatives 

asked about the alert process. Upon receiving a description of the alert process from a 

representative ofNSA's SIGINT Directorate, DoJ expressed concern that NSA may not 

have accurately described the alert list in its previous reports to the Court. After 

confirming its initial concern via an email response from NSA on 14 January 2009 to 

questions posed via email on 9 !anuazy 2009, DoJ filed a notice with the Court on 

14 (TSJ,lSJJ.'tW) NSA records indicate DoJ personnel attended at least eight BR PISA oversight sessions 
prior to the session on 9 January 2009 when the error was discovered but there is no indication that the use 
of non-RAS approved identi:l;iers on the alert list was eV!f"raised:or discussed at these prior sessions. 
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15 January 2009 regarding this compliance matter. The following individuals 

participated in the briefing and discussion on 9 ~anuary 2009: 

NSA Attendees DoJ Attendees 

~ I understand that DoJ informed the FBI' s Office of General Counsel of this 

·compliance incident on 23 January 2009. In addition, on 30 January 2009, I person,ally 

mentioned to the new Director of National Intelligence ("DNI''), Dennis Blair, that NSA 
, . .. . 

. was investigating this compliance matter. The DNI received additional information about 

the compliance incident on 4 February 2009, from the DNI General Counsel, Benjamin 

Powell, and on 12 February 2009 I provided further information to the DNI regarding the 

' 
incident. Internally, NSA notified its Inspector Gen~al .of this compliance matter 

sometime after DoJ notified the Court on 15 January 2009. In accordance with 

Department of Defense requirements, NSA is in the proce~s of formally reporting this 

compliance matter to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Intelligence Oversight as part 

ofNSA's current Quarterly Intelligence Oversight Report. In the manner specified by 

Department of Defense and DNI regulations, the Quarterly Report will also be provided 

to the President's Intelligence Oversight Board ("IQ.!3"). I expect the not~fica~ion to the 
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IOB will occur, concurrent with, or shortly after the filing of this declaration with the 

Court. In addition to preparing the formal notification required by the Defense 

Department's procedure~, on 10 February 2009 I provided detailed information about this· 

compliance matter to the Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence, James Clapper. 

ff'&;'SIJ51NF) Question 4: The application signed by the Director of the Fede1·al Bureau 

of Investigation, the_ Depu-Jy Assistant Attomey General for National Securi"ly, United 

States Department of Justice ("DOJ"), and the Deputy Attorney General of the United 

States as well as the declaration o Deputy Program Manager at the 

National Secur.ityAgency ("NSA "), represents that during the pendency.ofthis order, the 

NSA Inspector General, the NSA General Counsel, and the }{SA Signals Intelligence 

Directorate· Oversight and Compliance Office each will conduct revie,~s of this progran~. 

Docket BR 08-13, Application at 27, Decla1·ation at 11. The Court's Or:der directed such 

review. Id, P7'imary Order at 12. Why did none of these entities that were ordered to 

conduct oversight over this p1·owam identify the problem earlier? Fully desc,-ibe the 

manner in which each entity has" exercised its oversight responsibilities pursuant to the 

Prinia1y Order in this docket as well as pursuant to similar predecessor Orders 

authorizing the bulk production of telephone metadata. 

(TS//SI.l!}W) Answer 4: ~s described earlier in this declaratjon, the oversight 

activities ofNSA's Office of General Counsel, Office oflnspector General, and SIGINT 

Directorate Oversight & Compliance Office generally focused on how RAS 

dete2minations were made; the ingestion of BR FISA data; and ultimately on the 

querying of BR FISA data once it had been stored inJhe data repository NSA maintains 
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for BR FISA data. From May 2006 until January 2008, there were monthly, in-person 

"due diligence" meetings of oversight and operational personnel to·morritor NSA's 

implementation of a number of sensitive NSA SIG INT activities, to include NSA' s 

activities under the Business Records Order.15 Although each office exercised regular 

oversight of the program, the initial error in the description of the alert list was not caught 

by either the Office of General Counsel nor the SIG INT Directorate's Oversight & 

Compliance Office. 

(T8f/8l:f/},fF) Ag~ncy records indicate that: in April 2006, when the Business 

Records Order was being proposed, NSA's Office oflnspector General ("OIG") 

suggested to SID personnel that the alert process be spelled out m any prospective Order 

for clarity but this suggestion was not adopted. Later in 2006 when OIG conducted a 

study regarding the adequacy of the management controls NSA adopted for handling 

BR FISA material, OIG focused on queries of the archived data since the SIG1NT 

Directorate had indicated to DIG through internal correspondence that the telephone 

identifiers on the alert list were RAS approved. OIG' s interest in the alert list came from 

OIG' s understanding that the alert list was used to cue automatic queries of the specific 

analytic database where the BR FISA material was stored by the Agency. At least one 

employee of the SIGINT Directorate thought that OIG had been briefed about how the 

alert process worked. Regardless of the accuracy of this employee's recollection, like 

other NSA offices OIG also believed that the "archived data" referred to in the order was 

the analytic repository where NSA stored the BR PISA material. · 

" (8#81) The Agency canceled the due diligence meetings in January 2008 since NSA management 
determineq that monthly, in-person meetings were no longer nep_essary. - ... _,. 
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(T8,¾18J.L~ OIG continued to monitor NSA's implementation of the Business 

Records Order throughout the relevant timeframe (2006-2009) by reviewing specific 

BR FISA compliance incidents; following up with the relevant NSA organization 

regarding the status of recommendations OIG made in a Special Study report on the 

BR FISA dated 5 September 2006; and attending the due diligence meetings NSA held 

nntil January 2008 regarding the status of a number of sensitive NSA SIGlNT activities, 

to include the BRFISA activity. With respect to OIG's monitoring of the SIGINT 

Directorate's progress in :implementing recommendations from OIG's September 2006 

Special Study, OIG asked for and eva}-uated the SIG-INT Directorate's progress 

responding to OIG' s recommendations . 

. . 

(f8ff8f//NP) ~ince the issuance of the first Business Records Order in May 2006, 

the BR FISA activity has received oversight attention from all three NSA organizations 

charged by the Court with conducting oversight. For example, in addition to OIG's 

oversight activities mentioned above, beginning in August 2008 the SIGINT Directorate, 

with support from the Office of General Counsel, has conducted regular spot checks of 

analyst queries of the BR FISA data repository. The Office of General Counsel has also 

had regular interaction with SIGJNT and oversight personnel involved in BR FISA issues 

in order to provide legal advice concerning access to BR PISA data. The Office ·of 

General Counsel has also conducted training ror personnel who require access to 

BRFISA material; participated in due diligence meetings; and prepared materials for the 

renewal of the Business Records Order. All ofthes_e activities allowed the Office of 

General Counsel to monitor the Agency's implementation of the Business Records Order. 
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(TS/"/8IHNF) As a further illustration of the attention the Agency paid to the 

BR FISA Order, attached to this declaration are, respectively, copies of the Court-ordered 

review ofNSA's BR FISA implementation, dated 10 July 2006, which was conducted· 

jointly by OIG and the Office of General Counsel (Exhibit F); the SIGINT Oversight & 

. Compliance Office's BR FISA Audit Plan from 11 July 2006 (Exhibit G); OIG's 

September 2006 Special Study of the BR FISA(previously identified as Exhibit E); and 

the implementation procedures for the Business Records Order that were reviewed and 

approved by NSA's Office of General Counsef (previously identified as Exhibit B). 

(TS//S:1/,'NF) :En addition, it is important to note that ~SA personnel were always 

forthcoming with internal and external personnel, such as those from the Department of 

Justice, who conducted oversight of the Agency's activities under the Business Records 

Order. I have found no indications that any personnel who were knowledgeable of how 

NSA processed BR FISA material ever tried to witbhold information from oversight 

personnel or that they ever deliberately provided inaccurate information to the Court. 

(I'Sl/SL~'NF) Ouestion 5: The prelimina,y notice from DOJ states that the alert list 

includes telephone ide_ntifiers that have been tasked for collection'in accordance with 

NSA 's SIGINT authority. What standard is applied/or tasking telephone identifiers 

under NSA 's SJGINT authority? Does NSA, pursuant to its SIGINT authority, task 

telephone identifiers associated with United States persons? Jfso, does NSA limit such 

identifiers to those that were not selected solely upo,:z the basis of First Amendment 

protected activities? 
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(T8/JSI//1'JF) Answer S: SIGINT Taski.ng Standard: Although the alert list 

included telephone identifiers of counterterrorism targets that had not been assessed 

against the RAS standard or had been affirmatively detennined by NSA personnel riot to 

meet the RAS standard, such identifiers were not tasked in a vacuum. Whether or not an 

identifier is assessed against the RA~ standard, NSA personnel may not task an identifier 

for any sort of collection or analytic activity pursuant to NSA's general SIGJNT 

authorities 1:?der Executive Order 12333 unless, in their professional analytical judgment, 

the proposed collection or analytic activity involving the identifier is likely to produce 

information of foreign intelligence value. In addition, NSA' s colll.':l.terterrorism 

organization conducted reviews of the alert list two (2) times per year to ensure that the 

categories (zip codes) used to identify whether telephone identifiers on the alert list 

remained associated with - or one of the other target sets covered by the Business 

Records Order. Also, on occasion the SIG INT Directorate changed an identifier's status 

from RAS approved to non-RAS approved.on the basis of new information available to 

the Agency. 

(U) US Person Tasldng: NSA possesses some authority to task telephone 

identifiers associated with US persons for SIGINT collection. For example, with the US 

person's consent, NSA may collect"foreign communications to, fro~ or about the US 

person. In most cases, however, NSA's authority to task: a telephone number associated 

with 8: US person is regulated by the FISA. For the Court's convenience, a more detailed 
.,. 

description of the Agency's SIGINT authorities follows, particularly ~ith respect to the 

collection and dissemination of information to, from, or about US persons. 
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-(f8HSI/.l}JF).NSA's general SIGINT authorities are provided by Executive Order 

12333, as amended (to include the predecessors. to the current Executive Order); National 

Security Council Intelligence Directive No. 6; Department of Defense Directive 5100.20; 

and other policy direction. fu particular, Section 1.7(c) of Executive Order 12333 

specifically authorizes NSA to "Collect (including through clandestine means), process, 

analyze, produce, and dissemir~te signals intelligence information for foreign 

intelligence and counterintelligence purposes to support national. and departmental. 

missiorn." However, when executing its SIGINT mission, N~A is only authorized to 

collect, retain or disseminate information concerning United States persons in accordance 

with procedures approved by the Attomey General.16 The current Atto~ey General 

approved procedures that NSA follows are contained in Department of Defense 

Regulation 5240.1-R, and a classified annex: to the regulation governing NSA's electronic 

.surveillance activities. 

(U) Moreover, some, but not all, ofNSA's SIGINT activities are also regulated by 

the Foreign futelligence Surveillance Act. For example, since the amendment of the 

FIS~ in the summer of 2008, ifNSA wishes to direct SIGINT activities against a US 

person located outside the United States, any SIGINT collection activity against the US 

person generally would require issuance of a11 order by the FISC. For SIGINT activities 

executed pursuant to an order of the FISC, NSA is required to comply with the terms of 

16(U) The PISA and Executive Order 12333 both contain definitions of the term "United States person" 
which generally include a citizen· of the United States; a permanent resident alien; an unincorporated 
association substantially composed of US cJtizens or pe11nanent resident aliens; or a co1poration that is 
incorporated in the US, except for a corporation directed and c_~ntrolled by a foreign gov~rnm~nt(s). 
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the order and Court-approved minimization procedures that satisfy the requirements of 

50 u.s.c. § 180101). 

(U) First Amendment Considerations: For the following reasons, targeting a US 

person solely on the basis of protected First Amendment activities would be inconsistent 

with restrictions applicable to NSA' s SIGINT activitles. As part of their annual 

intelligence oversight training, NSA personnel are required to re-familiarize themselves 

with these restrictions, particularly the provisions that govern and restrict NSA's handling 

of infopnation of or concerning US persons. Irrespective of whether specific SIGINT 

activities· are undertaken under the general SIG INT authority provided to NSA by 

Executive Order 12333 or whether such activity is also regulated by the FISA, NSA, like 

other elements of the US Intelligence Community, must conduct its activities "with full 

consideration of the rights of United States persons." See Section 1.l(a) of Executive 

Order 12333, as amended. The Executive Order further provides that US intelligence 

elements must "protect fully the legal rights of all United States persons, including 

freedoms, civil liberties, and privacy rights guaranteed by Federal law." Id. at Section 

l.l(b). 

(U) Consistent with the Executive Order's requirement that each intelligence 

agency develop Attorney General approved procedures that "protect constitutional and 

other legal rights'' (BO 12333 at Section2.4), DoD Regulation 5240.1-Rprohibits DoD 

intelligence components, including NSA, from collecting or disseminating information 

concerning US persons' "domestic activities" which are defined as "activities that take 

place in the d~mestic Uruted States that do not_inV9d;Ve a significant co~~ction to a 
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foreign power, organization, or person." See, e.g., Section C2.2.3 ofDoD Regulation 

5240.1-R. fulight oftbis language, targeting a US person solely _on the basis of protected 

First Amendment activities would be inappropriate. 

t18t?S1~{{VF')..l>uestion 6: In what form does the government retain and disseminate 

information derived.from queries run against the business records data archive? 

~swer 6: Through 29 July 2008, NSA archived the reports the Agency 

disseminated from its analysis of data in the BR FISA data repository in a special 

program-specific limited access data repository as well as on a restricted 

access group of Lotus Notes servers. Reporting was transitioned to traditional ~SA "I

Series" format on 29 July 2008. I-Series reports are retained in NSA's limited access 

sensitive reporting data repository Copies of the I-Series reports are 

also kept in to allow them to be searched with spec~al ~oftware tools. In 
~----

addition, the I-Series reports are stored onESECS, the ExtendedEnte1:prise Corporate 

Server. Access to these reports in ESECS is appropriately restricted. As directed by the 

Business Records Order, information in the BR PISA data archive is retained five (5) 

years. 

(Tg,l/SIJ/.HF) In response to Question 6, the Agency has also conducted a review 

of all 27 5 reports of domestic contacts NSA has disseminated as a result of contact 

chaining of the NSA's archive of BR FISA material. 17 NSA has 

17 (Tl!:1/S:U/Nf) Note that a single report may tip more than one telephone identifier as being related to the 
seed identifier. As a result, the 275 reports have tipped a total of2,549 telephone identifiers since 24 May 
2006. Also note that, of the 275 reports that were disseminated, 31 resulted from the automated alert 
process. 

✓ 
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identified no report that resulted from the use of a non-RAS approved identifier as the 

initial seed identifier for chaining through the BR PISA material.18 Of the 275 reports 

that were generated, 22·reports were based on a US identifier serving as the initial seed 

identifier. For each of these reports, the initial US seed identifier was either already the 

subject ofFISC-approved surveillance based on the FIS C's finding of probable cause to 

believe that they are used by agents of 

r the initial US seed 

identifier had been reviewed by NSA.' s Office of General Counsel as part of a RAS 

determination to ensure that the RAS detennination was not based solely on a US 

person's protected First Amendment activities. Almost invariably, the RAS 

determinations that the Office of General Counsel reviewed were based on direct contact 

between the telephone identifier and another identifier already lmown to be associated 

with one of the terrorist organizations or entities listed in the Business Records Order. 

fFS/ISI/fNF) For the Court's convenience, a copy of the type of report that NSA 

was issuing prior to 9 January 2009 is attached to this declaration as Exhibit H so the 

Court can see how the material was reported and to whom. Also attached as Exhibit I is 

an example of an alert generated by the automated alert system, prior to the Agency's 

decision on 23 January 2009 to shut down the BR FISA alerts. (The decision was 

actually effected in the early morning hours of 24 January 2009). 

18 (T£#S~W) The Agency has identified one (1) report where the number on the alert list was not RAS 
approved when the alert was generated but, after receiving the alert, a Homeland Mission Coordinator 
determined that the identifier, in fact, satisfied the RAS standard. After this determination, the Agency 
subsequently used the Identifier as a seed for chaining in the BR PISA data archive. Ultimately, 
information was developed that led to a report to the FBI that.tjpped 11 new telephone ~d_entifiers. 
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· (TSl,(Sf/JN:fiijUnlike reports, which NSA disseminated outside NSA, the alerts 

were only disseminated inside NSA to SIGlliT personnel responsible for 

counterterrorism activity. Initially, if an identifier on the alert list generated an alert that 

the identifier had been in contact with an identifier in the United States, the alert system 

masked (i.e., concealed) the domestic identifier. Later, in January 2008, the SIGINT 

Directorate allowed the alerts to be sent to analysts without masldng the domestic 

identifier. NSA made this change in an effort to improve the ability of SIGINT analysts, 

on the basis of their target lmowledge, to prioritize their work more efficiently. 

(T8J?SI,$WF-) Question 7: If ordered to do so, how would the government identify and 

purge information derived from queries ru:n against the business records data archive 

using telephone identifiers that were not assessed in advance to meet the reasonable and 

articulable suspicion standard? 

~Answer 7: NSA has not authorized its personnel to use non~RAS 

approved identifiers to conduct chaining or pattern analysis ofNSA's analytic repository 

of BR FISA material. On those occasions where improper querying of this data archive 

has been discovered, the Agency has taken steps to purge data and correct whatever 

-
deficiencies that led to the querying mistakes. 

, 

~ith respect to the alert process, after this compliance matter 

surfaced, NSA identified and eliminated analyst access to all alerts that were generated 

from the comparison of non-RAS approved identifiers against the incoming BR FISA 

material. The only individuals who retain continued access to this class of alerts are the 
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Technical Director for NSA's Homeland Security Analysis Center ("HSAC") and two 

system developers assigned to HSAC. From a technical standpoint, NSA believes it 

could purge copies of any alerts that were generated from comparisons of the incoming 

BR PISA information against non-RAS approved identifiers on the alert list. However, 

the Agency, in consultation with DoJ, would need to determine whether such action 

would conflict with a data preservation Order the Agency has received in an ongoing 

litigation matter. 

Yalue of the BR FISA Metadata 

( f:S//SIIA'.iW)-As discussed in prior declarations in thls matter, including my 

declaration in docket number BR 06-05, access to the telephony metadata collected in 

this matter is vital to NSA's counterterrorism intelligence mission. It is not possible to 

target collectiori. solely on lmown terrorist telephone identifiers and at the same time use 

the advantages of metadata analysis to discover the enemy because o'peratives o-

collectively, the "Foreign Powers") take affirmative and 

intentional steps to disguise and obscure their communications and their identities. They . 

do this using a variety of tactics, including, regularly changing telephon~ numbers, 

The only effective means by which NSA analysts are able 

continuously to keep track of the Foreign Powers, and all operatives of the Foreign 

TOP SEG&ET.l/COMilS!T(CNQEGBNLIMR 
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P ewers making use of such tactics, is to obtain and maintain telephony metadata that will 

permit these tactics to be uncovered. 

{fS/,'SV/WB).. Because it is impossible to determine in advance which particular 

piece ofrnetadata will turn out to identify a terrorist,. collecting metadata is vital for 

success. To be able to exploit metadata fully, the data must be collected in bulk. · 

Analysts know that the terrorists' teleph~ne c~ls are located somewhere in the billions of 

data bits; what they cannot know ahead of time is exactly where. The ability to 

accumulate metaqata substantially increases NSA' s ability to detect and identify 

members of the Foreign Powers. Specifically, the NSA performs 

queries on the metadata: contact-chaining 

(T8/i'SI/f.NF) When the NSA performs a contact-chaining query on a terrorist

associated telephone identifier computer algorithms will identify all the contacts made by 

that identifier and will automatically identify the further contacts made by that first tier of 

contacts. In addition, the same process is used to identify a third tier of contacts, whlch 

includes all identifiers in contact with the second tier of contacts. The collected metadata 

thus holds contact i11fonnation that can be immediately accessed as new terrorist

associated telephone identifiers are identified. Multi-tiered contact analysis is useful for 

telephony, because unlike e-mail, which involves the heavy use of spam, a telephonic 

device does_ not lend itself to simultaneous contact with large numbers of individuals. 

"'"(TSl~8Y.as!F)..One-advantage of the metadata collected in this matter is that it is 

historical in nature, reflecting contact activity from the past that cannot be captured in the 

present or prospectively. In addition, meta.data may also be very timely and well suited 

for alerting against suspect activity. To the extent that historical connections are 

TOP SECRET7'7'COMmT//NUFOR.NUMR 
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important to understanding a newly-identified target, metadata may contain links that are 

absolutely unique, pointing to potential targets that otherwise would be missed. 

TOP SFCB~T#GOM:EN'fff.N'OFORN/JMR 
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(TSHSfh'MF) ::_fhe foregoing discussion is not hypothetical. As noted previously, 

since inception of the first Business Records Order. NSA has provided 275 reports to the 

FBI. These reports have tipped a total of2,549 telephone identifiers as being in contact 

with identifiers associated with and 

affiliated terrorist organizations. Upon receipt of the reporting from NSA, the FBI has 

sent investigative leads to relevant FBI Field Offices for investigative action. FBI 

representatives have indicated to NSA as recently as 9 February 2009 that the telephone 

contact reporting has provided leads and linkages to individuals in the U.S. with potential 

terrorism ties who may not have otherwise been lcno-wn to or identified by the FBI. For 

example, attached as Exhibit J is feedback from the FBI on the report that NSA has 

included as Exhibit H. 

TOP SECRET/fCOM:EN'fh'NDFORN/ttvfft 
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correct. 

'f Ol' SEClIB'f/}Cffit'lJNf/MOi'OBJSWVIR 

(U) I declare under penalty of perjury that the facts set forth above are true and 

VJl-.-

1:tf:e:~ 
Lieutenant General, U.S. Anny 
Director, National Security Agency 

, 2009 

TOP ~EGRETJ/€O~HNTf1NOFOM'mWR 
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-NSA) D21 
:07PM 
SA) 52 (CIV-NSA)D21; 

Su jeci!::: (U) OGC Changes ta RE: (U) Proposed Interim Procedures. 

Classification. 'fOP SEC'iffl'ftfCOMH'ff'//NOjj:0:R:Nl,4\m 

Shift Supervisors, · 

OGC has added olarificatlon language to the proce9ures 
the modified document. 

-
If you would like to discuss further tomorrow, please contact 

-..--
OfficeofGe~ 
963-3121(s).._.... 
Ops2B, 2B8134, Suite 6250 

-----Ori~ 
From: lllllllllllllll(CIV-NSA) S2IS 
Sent: Toursda Ma 25 2006 2: 13 PM 

(OV-NSA) D21; 
1 
(CIV-NSA) 

(CIV-NSA) S 
Subject: (U) Proposed Interim Procedures. 

ent earlier today. Please use 

(I'm on leave). 

(OV-NSA)D21-

Classification: IDP SECR..ET//COJ:\llNT//NOFORN//MR 

OGC, please review and provide comments. 

Thanks, 

« ... 1111 

1 R4fi a. 1 Rfi? PRlir'lllr.T I liN" fi MARr.1-1 ?nnA -7A-



; Su1te6276 

Classification: TOP SIECRETJ/COMINTHNOFORNllMR 
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TOP gli:CRET//CQ;r,,4D,ff,l/NOFGP.PY/'..2031Q 4 Q3 

~terim procedures to ensure CT AAD is in compliance with FISC Business Records 
Order: · 

1. 1J5i)Si11'+.f}_J\ll foreign telephone numbers analyzed against the PISA Business 
Records acquired under Docket Number: BR 06~05 approved on 24 May 2006 
will ij.dhere to the following: 

• Thf !ALERT processing system will provide a selective 
notification to the NSA CT AAD Shift Coordinator that a FISA 
Business Record transaction has been received. This notification will 
contain only the foreign telephone number and collection bin category. 
This notification will only occur when the foreign number in the 
transaction matches the foreign telephone number residing in that 
collection bin. 1hls notification will include no domestic numbers and 
oc~urs prior to any chaining whatsoever. 

• The CT AAD Shift Coordinator will examine the foreign number and 
determine if that articular tele hone number has been reviously 
associated with ased on 
the standard articulated by the Court . Reasonable articulable 
suspicion must be based on a totality of the circumstances and can be 
met by any number of factual scenarios. However, if a seed number is 
of interest only because of its direct contact with one other number, 
that other number must be known by some identifiable standard 
(probably or possibly) to be used by 
organization. If you are unsure of w e er e stan ar 1s met, p ease 
contact OGC. 

a Once the CT A.AD Shift Coordinator has made a positive 
determination the number will be processed for chaining -
-against the FISA Business Records acquire under Docket 
Number: BR 06-05. 

have been suspended. The exception is active FISC FISA approved 
telephone numbers. 

3. Tf81'fSf.~CT AAD will rebuild these collection bins starting with the selective 
notifications sent to. the NSA CT AAD Shift Coordinator that a FISA :/3usiness 
Record transaction has been received. (as describe above) 

4. The CT AAD Shift must independently review each number gleaned from all 
published reports. For example NSA and CIA reporting · 

1 As articulated in the FISC Order, "access to the archlved data will occur only when the NSA has 
identified a known telephone mmiber for which, based on the practical considerations of everyday life on 
which reasonable and prudent persons act, there are facts · vin rise to a reasonable articulable suspicion 
th.at the telephone number is associated with Section SA. 

CSS, .... .L ......... ..,L, 

... l"'\A,-. II ,.,_.,-.I"\ ""-""'""'"llft"""li""IA&I ... • ■•--•• ----. 



'IQP Sii:CRsT//CO~ffiff,1/NOFORl';f,1/2031 o,+OJ 

5. {'f'8ffSfflq"f-j Simultaneousl the CT AAD will conduct a review of the 
approximate 12,000 umber which currently 
resided in these bins 

6. fF8,'l~J/NE). These interim steps will allow all alerting processes to continue with 
the added measure necessary to comply with FISA Business Record order, Docket 
Numl?er: BR 06-05. 

FN 1 ~ articulated in the FISC Order, "access to the archived data shall 
occur only when NSA has identified a known teiephone number for which, based on the 
factual and practical considerations of everyday life on which reasonable and prudent 
persons act, there are facts giving rise to a reasonable articulable sus icion that the 
telephone number is associated with 
(BR Order, Docket BR 06-05, Section S(A)). 

'fOP 8Ecruffi'7'COMIMfHHOFOR1ffi0910403 
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(May 06 - Jan 09) 
~Pfi~t.:.~;U;~~F ~~Z:Eaf/4;Z::;j_i_::'if-x([j'!l>.~.;.;~:.;_~;:.~.;.,.,,-_~:--•>ia::.;.;~~::·:::'liK,.._-t,~~'~&.;::::,.1r:-;~~:~a~~·,!.6-.:,!~~~~r.~~::7~1r-"1,1:;:t.~,.:!Ji'i:!.'if$.tW-"-~~.1b:D~ ...1!:.'t'~~~-:~ifoldlo"•.~~~.~-- ~ ... ,~~t.-.$;::-~~~'-""'~.b?.'~-,,.'ti':"'~':".~..-.~,~t.,::~,,!' _· -~~.-~~..:-~.t'..;'~-.. -~__:,:::·~.':::::~,:,~~-.~~:~ f:,-
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** RAS decision by HMC, who evaluates all available intelligence and open source data to --== 
determine if the combined information indicates the suspect phone selector is al terrorist ~ ~ l 
selector as defined by the Court. 
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-NSA)D21 

(CIV-NSA) D21 
(□V-NSA) D21 

Subject: (U) Report to Court on Business Record Activit/ 
Importance: High 

□V-NSA) D21;-

Classification: TOP SECRETHCO:l:\HNTHORCON/NOFORN//29291113 

Hi all-

Here is where we stand on the metadata 

expire on Friday. 

All of the· draft docs are In the shared directory, under DPSPROGRAM FISNBUSINESS 
RECORDS/BR FISA AUG 1;)6 RENEWAL, except there Is a separate folder entitled REPORTS 
TO COURT in wich the BR report is located. 

We have sent to OoJ draft copies of the application for renewal, the declaraton (whic-s 
going to compiete, rather than the DIRNSA {unless DoJ squawks)), and the Orders. We should 
hear from them early in the week a-eeded revisions, and they want to provide to the 
judge on Thursday am. I am hopin an be tn charge of changes to it, and ~an 
supervise and/or assist her. 

Attached is the Draft of the Report to the Court. This is NOT ready to go until it is~ 
by■■■■■■■■ I have done my best to be complete and thorough, bu~ 
needs to m~ke sure everything I have slad is absolutely true, and you guys need to make su_re it 
makes sense and wlll satisfy the Court. You MUST feel free to edit as you think appropriate; dont 
stick to what I have said if there is a better way-to say it. 

Someone needs ta format the thing too, make sure spacing, numbering, etc are all goo 
· and we need to get this into POJ's hands as quickly as we are able. 

Thanks for all your help and have a great week. -

.Associate Gener 
(Operations) 
963-3121 
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National Security Agency/Central Security Service-

Fnrtl1er .dissemination of this repol't outside the Office 
of the lnspeetm· Ge11e1·nl, NSA le PROHIBITED 
without the approval of the Inspector Ge11en1L __ • •. - . 

, 

--... _____ _ 

Inspector ·Ge·neraJ Report· 

(TSI-/SV/NF) REPORT ON THE ASSESSMENT OF 
MANAGEMENTCONTROLSFORIMPLE:MENTINGTHE 

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE COURT 
ORDER: TELEPHONY BUSINESS RECORDS 

ST-06-0018 . 
5 SEPTEMBER 2006 

TOP SECRETIICQMTNT--t,fQRCON,!t,.70~/MR 

Iii: 
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(U} OFFICE OF THIE iNSPIECTOR GENERAL 

(U) Chruterec} by t1ie Di.rector, NSA/Chie:f1 CSS, the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) 
co_nducts inspections, audits, and investigations. Its mission 'is to ensure the integrity, 
efficiency, and effectiveness of NSA/CSS operations; to provide intelligence oversight; to 
protect against fraud, waste, and nlismanagement of resources; and to ensure that 
NSA/CSS activities are conducted in compliance with the Constitution, laws, executive 
orders, regulations, and directives, The OIG also serves as om1n1dsman, assisting all 
NSA/CSS en~ployees and affiliates, civilian. and m:ilita.1·y. 

(U) INSPECTIONS 

(U) The inspection fonction conducts management and program evaluations in the form 
of orgaitlzational and functional reviews, undertaken either as part of the OIG's annual 
plan or by management request. The hwpection team's findings are designed to yield 
accurate and up~to-date infonnation on the effectiveness and efficiency of entities and 
programs, along -with an assessment of compliance 'with laws and regulations; the 
reconu.nenda.tions for corrections or improvements are subject ta follovvup. The 
inspection office also pa.itners with the Inspectors General of the Service Cryptologic 
Ele1nents to conduct joint inspections of the consolidated cryptologic facilities. 

(U) AUDITS 

(U) The in.temal audit function is designed to J)W11ide an independent a1:messment of 
programs and organizations. Performance audits evaluate the economy and efficiency of 
an entity" or J.)rogram, as well as whether program objectives are being met and 
opera'lions are in co1111)lia.nce with regulations. Financial audits determine the accuracy 
of an entity's financial statements. · All audits are c.onducted in acconlance vvith 
standards established by the Comptroller General of the United States. 

-
(U) ,INVESTIGATIONS AIND SPECIAL NNQUIRIES 

CU) The OIG administers a system for receiving and acting upon requests for assistance 
or complaints (including anonymolIB tips) about fraud, waste and .mismanagement 
Investigations and Special Inquiries may be undertaken_ as a result of such request~ ot· 
complaints; at tbe request of management; as the result of irregularities that surfoce 
dlU'ing an inspection or audit; or at the iuitia~e of-the Inspector Genera). 

CREATIVE llv!AGING-539881 / 1019340 
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TO: DISTRJBillION 

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 
CENTRAL SECURITY SERVICE 

5 September 2006 
IG--10693-06 

SUBJE(_,"T: ~Report on tbe Assessment of Management Controls 
for Ilnplementing the Foreign Intelligence _Surveillance Co~ (FISC) Order: 
Teleppony Business Records (ST-06-0018)--ACTION ~MORAND mi 

. 1. ~ This report·summarizes'the results of our assessment· 
of Management ContTols for Implementing the FISC Order: Telephony 
Business Records. The report incorporates management's response to the 
draft report . 

. 2. ~As required by NSA/CSS Policy 1-60, NSA/CSS Office of 
tlre Inspector General, actions on OIG audit recommendations are subject to 
1nonitodng an.d followup until completion. Consequently, we ask that you 
provide a written _status report conce.rning each planned co1Tective action 
categorized as "OPEN." The status report should provide sufficient 
infonnatlon to show that co1Tective actions have been co1npleted. If a planned 
action will not be completed by the 01i.gmal target completion date, please state 
the reason for the delay ~target completion date, Status 
reports should be sent to-Assistant Inspector General, at 
OPS 2B, Suite 6247, within 15 calendar days after each target completion 
date. · 

3.~ aIJpreciate the courtesy and cooperation extended to 
the auditors throughout tl rp·u•lp.ur l.ar:ifi.cation or additional 
information, please contact sistant Inspector General, 
011 963-2988 or vi.a e-mail a: 

. 8JLtt/til/);lf[(/7't,r1A1i,,--
BRJAN R. MCANDREW 
Acting Inspector Genetal 
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SID Deputy Director for Analysis and Production 
Chief, S215 
SID Deputy Director for Data Acquisition 
Chief, S332 
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(TS{lSl/{NF) ASSESS·MENT OF MA.NAGEMENT 
CONTROLS FOR IMPLEMENTING 1·HE FOREIGN 

INTEW..U:GENCE SURVEILLANCE COURT (FISC) ORDER: 
TELEPHONY BUSINESS RECORDS 

(TS//SFfllll'/OC,NF) lackgro1.md: The Order of the FISC issued 24 May 2006 
m. In. re Appltca:t!on of the Federal Bu.reau of Investiga:tt.onf01· an Order Requ.irir~ 
Prod.u.ctlon ofTangt.1:Jle Th.tngs _from [Telecommunications Provid~rs] Relatf:ng n:alllllllllll 

f.11. the. Unl.1:ed Sta.tes and Abroad. 
~ .,, 11.,. i - p ctor General and the General 
Counsel shall submit a :report to the Director of NSA (DIRNSAJ · 45 days after the 
initiation of acttv1ty [permitted by the Order] .assessing the adequacy of 
management controls for the processing and dissemtnatlo11 of U.S. person 
information~ DIRNSA shall provide the findings-of that repm1: to the Attorney 
General." The Office of the Inspector General (OIG), with the Office oftb.e General 
Counsel's (OGC) concurrence, issued the aforementioned 1·eport on 10 July 2006 
1n a memorandum with the subject FfSA Cowt Order: Telephony Bustn.ess Records 
(SI'-06-0018). Subsequently, DIRNSA sent the memorandum to the Attorney 
General. Th.is report provides the details of our assessment of management 
controls that was reported to DIRNSA and makes formal recommem:lations to 
.Agency management. 

~tE:lw, The managsmentcontrols designed /JJP thfl 
Agency to gourem the pnicessing, diSGSmlnatlon, data security, a11d 
oversight of talepfionynretadata and U.S. person Information obtained 
under the Order are adequate and in several aspects exce«J the terms or 
tl1e Omer. Due to the risk associated with the collect/on and proceslng 
oPtefephony metadata involving l.lS. pefWJn Jnformatianr thrse a(/tllt:ional 
rontrols should be put In place., Spec!ficalfy, Agency management $hould: 

(1) design procedm~s m provide a lligher Jewel of assurance that 
non-con;pliant data will not be collected am:!, If lnadverten€1y 
collected, will be swiftly expunged and not made avaff&1bfe for 
analyss .. 

[2} sept1rats the authority to $.'rpprowa metadata queries fmm the 
capability m conduct querfew olf met,adata um/er the Order. 

TOP ~•Ecviv:r,,t 1CXJIJ,fl'NT ~ i '/0 i?JJQJ\~ 1t,:oi:ti{~ Ill 11~ {R .. J..e.s. ; . ... . 1;:n ... _ r;; . .. 
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(3) conduct periodic reconciliation of approved telephone 
numbers with the logs of queried numbers to verify that only 
authorl~ed queries have been made under the Order. 

(U) Criteria 

~/OC,NF) The Order. Tue Order atrthorizes NSA to 
collect and retain te1ephol'ly met.a.data. to protect against international 
terrorism and to recess a11d disseminate tbie data regardtng

the United 
States. To protect U.S. prlvacy r!ghts, the Order states speciftc terms 
and restrictions regardmg the collection, processing, reten:tion, 1 

dissei.nination. data security,· and oversight of telephony metadata _ 
and U.S. person Informa.tlon obtained under tl1.e Ord.er. Tq ensure 
compliance with these t.erms and restrictions, the Order also 
mandates Agency management to implement a series of pi·ocedures 
to con1rol the access to and use of the archived data collected 
pursuant to the Order. These control procedures are clearly stated 
in the Order. Appeudbc B includes a summary of the key teims of 
the Order and the related mandated control procedures. 

{m Standards of Internal Control. Internal conu·ol, or management 
control. comprises the plans, methods, and procedures used to meet 
missions, goals, and objecttves. It prov1des reasonable assurance 
that an enttly is effective and effl.cient in its operations, reliable in its 
reporting, and compliant with applicable laws and regulatl.ons. The 
General Accounting Office's Standards for Internal ConiJ'Ol in the 
Federal Govemme~ November 1999 (the Standards), presents the 
standards that define the mimmum level of quali'ly acceptable for 
management control in gove.mment. NSA/CSS Policy' 7"3, Intern.al, 
Control Program. advises that evaluations of internal control should 
cDllSider the requirements outlined by the Stap.dards. Toe OIG uses 
the Standards as the basis aga:fnstwbich management cori"trol is 
evaluated. 

(TS/,'Si/,'Nf) Documented Procedures are Needed to Govern the 
Collection of Telephony Metadata 

('FS//81//NF) Control procedures for collecting telephony metada~ 
under the Order were not fonnally designed and are not clearly 
documented. As a result. management controls do not·provide· 
reaso11able assurance that NSA will comply with the following terms 
of the Order: 

.:.(T~/.'!ilt) We did not assess the controls over 1·etention at this ·time as the Order allows data to be retained for 
flv_e yea.l's, . . 

TI)P s~·cur.iT//OtJ.P.U}\ff-/OUO:XN~NDM.JWV/)MU 
2 



NSA may obtain telephony metadata, wh1ch.1ncl.udes 
com.prehenaive communications, routing :i.nformatton .. 
Including but not lfruited to session identifying :Information. 
trunk identifier, and time and duratlon of a call .. Telephony 
metadata does not include the substantive content of any 
commm1ica:ti.ons. or the name, address, or financial. 
111fonnatlon of a subscriber or customer. 

(16//3I//N¥) As required by the Order, OGC plans to examine 
periodically a sample of call detail records to ensure NSA.is receivb.1.g 
only data autl.1.orized by the court. CT11is is tl.1.e only contl.'ol 
procedure related to collection that is mandated by the Order.) 
Although this will detect unauthorized data that bas been loaded .. 
into the archived database, there should also be controls in place to 
prevent unautl.1.0~ data from bein.g load~d into the database. In 
addiiion, good :in.tern.al control practices require that. documentation 
of internal control appear in management directives, administrative 
policies, or operating manuals. At a .m.in1m.um, procedures should 
be established to: 

111 monitor :In.coming data on a regular basis, 

• upon discove1y of unauthorized data. suppress unauthorized 
data, from analysts' view, and 

" eliminate unautllmiZed data :from the 1ncoming da:ta stream. 

-With fuese proposed control procedmcS in 
place, the 1isk that Agency personnel will .rn.is-takeoly collect iypes of 
data that are not authorized under the Order will be minimized. 
Although the pnmazy and secondary orders prohibit fue providers 
from passing specific cypes of data to NSA, llllStakes are possible. 
For example, in tesponrnng to our request for :Information, Agency 
management discovered that NSA was obtah'ling two cypes of data 
that may have been in violation of the Order: a 16-digtt credit card 
number and name/partial name in the record of Operator-assisted 
calls. {rt should be noted tlmt tl1e name/partial name was not the 
name of the subsc.rtber from the provider's records; ratl.1.er, a 
telephone operator entered name at the time of an Operator-assisted 
call.) 

~ In the case of the credit card number, OGC 
advised that, in its opinion, collecting this data is not what the Court 
sougl'lt to prohibit in the Order; but recommendt.'d that it still be 
suppressed on 1h~ incoming data flow jf not needed fol' contact 
chaining purposes. In the case of the name or partial name, OGC 
advised that, while not what it believed the Court was concerned. 
about when it issued the Order, collectlng this :Information was not 
In keeping with the Order's speclftc terms and that it should also be 
suppressed :from the incoming .data :flow. OGC h1dicated that it will. 
report tbese issues to the Court when it seeks renevval of the 
authorization. Agency management noted that these dat.a. t_ypes were 
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.... . .·<•-.·· 

blocked from the analystB' View, Management also stated that it will 
take immediate steps to suppress the data from the Incoming data 
flow. These steps should be completed by July 31, 2006. 

Recommendation 1 

·-;:.,;::~ Jesign and document procedures to provf de a higher level of 
assurance that non-compliant data wm not be e:ollected and1 If inadvertently 
collected, will be swiftly expunged and not made available for analysis. 

(ACTION: Chief,! 
~---------

(U) Management Response 

CONCUR. (1SJ JSiJ, r Nii+-Management concurred with the 
. flndmg and recommendation and has already partially :implemented 
the recommended procedures. to block the questionable data from 
the providers' incommg data:llow. A final system upgrade to block 
the questionable data.'from one remaining provider is scheduled for 
8 September 2006. Testing is currently ongoing. 

Status: OPEN 
Target Completion Date: 8 September 2006 

(U) OJG Comment 

(U) Plan11ed action meets the intent of the recommendation. 

(TS//Sf//NF) Additional Controls are Needed to Govern the 
Processing of Telephony Metadata 

(TS//e,1,,1,ll>lF) Agency management designed, and in soine ways 
exceeded, tl.1.e selies of conirol procedures over the processing of 
telephony meta.data :that were mandated by the Order; however, 
there are currently no means to prevent an individual who is 
authol"ized access the telephony metadata from quecymg, either by 
error or fntent, a telephone number that is not compliant with the 
01:der. Therefore, additional contl'Ols are needed to reduce the rtsk of 
unauthonzed processing, 

'-.4::l~, ~Processing refers to the q1.1ecying, search, 
and analysis of telephony metadata. To protect the privacy of U.S. 
persons, the Order restrlcts tlle telephone numbers that may be 
queried: 

nw SlKCRE1i~/COM-1.iV1'1111111111 ((l ~coi~J",.J()B() R.N;4ll\~ 
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A telephone number believed to be used .... 
atedwith 
salelyon e · 

... _ .. --,_ ... 
- ■ 1 ia _..,. ■■kl ..:.---. - • • - ltlf the Flrst .Amendment to t;h.e 

. Constilutl.on. 

(TS//OI//l'M Agency management designed the se-,1ies of control 
procedures over the processing of telephony meta.data that were 
mandated by fue Order. In a short amount of time, Agency 
management moclifled existing systems and designed new processes 
to: 

• document ju.stl.ftcatlons for querying a particular 
telephone number, 

11 obtam and document OGC and other authorized 
approvals to query a particular telephone number, and 

tt mamtain automatic audit logs of all queries of the 
telephony meta.data. 

fFS//GI/tfW:I 'These controls are adequate to provide reasonab-le 
assurance that justiftca.tioD.B · are sound, approvals are gi\ren and 
documented, and fuat there .ia a record of all qu1::rtes made. Agency 
management even exceeded the ini;ent of the Order by fully. · 
documeu.t!ng'the newly developed processes in Standard Opera:l:lng 
Procedures and by developing e:ohanced logging capability that will., 
01ice completed, generate additional reports that are n1ore usable for 
audit purposes. · 

('FS//SV/NF) ~wo additional control procedures are needed to 
provide reasonable assurance that onfy- telephone numbers that 
meet the tenns of the Order l;J,re que1ied. 

(T'StlSlfltv"F? The authority ta approvf.;!I metadata queries should be 
segregated fn,m the capability to conduct met-adata queries. 

('f'S//6!//NFJ TI1e Chief and Depuiy Chief of the Advanced Anal_ysis 
Div.fsfon (AAD) and five Shift Coordinators.a each have both the 
autho11.ty to approve the queiying of telephone lltlmbers wlder the 
Order and the capability to conduct quertes. The Standarqs of 

2(TS ~'J,J.fl>WJ The Order grallls approval authority ~o seven incUviduals: the SID Pt·ogram Manager for CT 
Special Projcc~, the Chief aitd Deputy Chle.f of the A.AD, and four Shift CoordinatDrs in A.AD. InprD.Ct!.ce, 
Agency management transferred thB authority of the SID Program Mane.gB1' for CT Special Ptojects to one 
additional Shift Coordinator. Approval authority therefore reinains li.m.it.ed to seven individuals as intcndBd by 
the Order. 

'.fOP S:ECRE'I'//CO-~N1~71(J..~OOR,N(~Rl,T,'#rf.iR 
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Internal Control m the Federal Government requtre that key duties 
and responsibilities be divided among diiferent people to reduce the 
rtsk of error or fraud. In particular, responstbllities for authorizing. 
transactions should be separate from processing and recording 
them. 1b1s lack of segregation of duties increases the risk that Shift 
Coordinators and the ·Chief and Deputy Chief of .AAD will approve 
and query, either by e:i.ror or intent, telephone numbers that do not 
meet the terms of the Order, 

Recommendation 2 

{TS#~I➔ Separate the authority to approve metadata queries from the 
capability to conduct queries of metadata under the Order. 

(ACTION: Chie-f, Advanced Analysis Division) 

{U) 1/llanagement Response 

CONCUR. ~Manag~ent concup-ed wifu the 
findh1g bq.t stated that it.could not implement the recommendati.011 
because of constraints in manpower and analytic expertise. As an 
alternative, management recommended that SID ~ersight & 
Comp11an,ce (O&C) routinely review the audit logs of the Chief and 
Deputy Chief of the Advanced Analysis Div:lsion and Shift 
Coordinators to ver.lfy that their queries comply witll. the Order. This 
alternative would be developed in conjunction with actions taken to 
address Recommendation 3 ~d is contingent on the approval of a 
pending request to SID management to detail two computer 
programmers t.o the team. Management 1s also negotiating with 
O&C to accept the responsibility for conducting the recommended 
reconciliations. 

Status: OPEN 
Target Completion Date: 28 February 2007 

(U) OIG Comment 

--au:though not ideal, management's alternative 
recommendation to monitor audit logs to detect errors w.!Il, at a 
:a::rlnimum, mitigate the risk of que1:yi11g telephone numbers that do 
not meet the terms of the Order. Therefore, given the exfstfng 
manpower constraints, management's suggested alternative 
recommendation meets the 1ntent of the recommendation.· 
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. (TS#SflHrlF) Audit fogs shaufd be routffnely reconciled to the records of 
telephone numbers approved for querying. 

lTS/f&.E//Pi!F) Manageme.nt controls are not in place to verify that 
those telephone numbers approved for querying pursuant to the 
Order are the only numbers queried. AJ.fuough audit logs document 
all queries of the archived metadata as mandated by the Order, the 
logs are not currently generated in a usable format, and Agency 
management does not routinely use those logs to audit the telephone 
numbers querted. The Standards of Tntemal Control in the Federal 
Govemment recommends ongoing reconciliations to ''make · 
management aware of inaccuracl.e,i or exceptions that could :ind:i.cate 
m.temal control problems." Toe lack of routine reconciliation 
procedures increases the rl.<.sk that e1Tors will go undetected. 

· ·. ~e~ommen~atu~·n .:s . .:.:_ :.· · :. : :. · · · ·: : 
.. . .. . ' 

(TS{fSI) Conduct (lerloi;:Uc reconcmatf on of approved tef~phone numbers with 
the Bogs of queried numbers to verify that only authorized queries have been 
made under the Order. 

{ACTION: SID Special Program ManagEH' for CT Special Projects) 

(U) Management Response 

CONCUR. -Management concurred with the 
:finding and recormnendatlon and presented a plan to develop the 
necessary tools and procedures to implement the recomm.endatlon. 
However, management stated that completion of the planned actions 
is contingent on the approval Df a pending request to SID 
management to detail two computer progra.mm.ers to the team. 
Management is ·a1s0 negotlatlng with O&C to accept the 
i·espoDBibilit;y for conducting the recommended reconc.iltations. 

Status: OPEN 
Tru.-get Completion Date: 28 February 2007 

(fJ) DIG Comment 

{U) Planned action meets the intent of the recommenda:tl.on. 
However, should SID managemen:t not grant the request for . 
additional computer programmers or O&C not accept responsibilify 
for conducting the reco11clliations, ma.rJag'ement must promptly 
h1fon11·the OIG and present an alternative plan. 

TOP .5"EC~:f>'/COM:l.Nr~1/0-R:00bf.}·.t'OFOR.W/naa 
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Obsell'Vafion 

(TS! /SIi/NF} At the time of our review) there was no policy In place 
to perlodically review·telephone numbers approved for querying . 
under the Order to ensure that the telephone numbers still met the 
criteria of the Order. Although the Order is silent on the length of 
time a telephonFJ numbar may be queried once approved, due 
diligence requires that Agency management issue a policy 
decision on this matter and develop procedures to execute the 
decision. 

(TSll~lflN.'w:j Management Controls Governing the Dissemination of 
U.S. Person Information are Adequate 

(TS//6!//NF} Agen.cyma11agemen:t implemented the series of control 
procedures governing the dis~em.inatlon of U.S. person information 
mandated by the Order. O&C designs and implements controls to 
ensure USSID SP0018 compliance across the Agency, to include 
obtaining the approval of the Chief of Information Shar:ing Serv:j.ces 

• and ma:ln.taining records of dissemination approvals, as required by 
the Order.' No additional procedures are needed to meet the in.tent of 
the Order. Furthermore, these procedures are adequate to provide 
reasonable assurance th.at the following terms of the Ordei~ are met: 

Dissemination of U.S. pel.'son :!Ilformatlon sha11 follow the 
standard NSA m.f.Irlmfzatlon procedures found :In the 
Attomey General-approved guidelines (USSID 18), 

(TSl,4WINFJ Management Controls Governing Data Security are 
Adequate 

t'ffi//61//NF) .Agency management implemented the sel.ies of control 
procedures governing the data securtty of U.S. person :lnf□rmatton as 
mandated by the Order, such as the use of user IDs and passwords. • 
Agency management exceeded the terms of the Order by maintairung 
additional con'b.ul procedures that provide an even higher level of 
assura11.ce lb.at access to telephony meta.data will be limited to 
authorized analysts, Most of these controls had been in place prlor 
to and aside from the issuance of the Otder. Only the requirement 
that OGC pertodically monitor individuals with access to the archive 
was designed in response to the Order. Combined, these procedures 
are adequate to provide reasonable assurance that Agency · · 
management complies with the folloWing terms of the Order: 

DlRNSA shall establish mandato1y procedures strtctly to 
. control access to and use of the archived meta.data collected 
pursuant to this Order. · 

'J'OJ-5 Sl~C:i?E'J:;;uJNllN.I _,ORC0}4,NO-FIJR11.l//MR 
8 
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~/;'S:f//NFLbddttionaily, O&C plan,':i to reconcile the list of 
approved analysts wHll a list of autl1or.lzed users to ensure 
only approved analysts have ac,cess to the metadata. 

rrstfSlll!jlFJ Manageinent Controls Governing th~11 Oversight of 
Activitlese:i:mducted Pursuant to the Order are Adequate 

('ffl/J~/11~ As mandated by the Order, Agency management 
designed plans to provide general oversl.ght of activ.i.tles conducted 
pursuant to the Order. The Order states that, 

The NSA Inspector General, the NSA General Counsel, and 
the Signals lntelligence Directorate Oversight and -
Compllance Office shall periodically review this program. 

(XS 1/SI/ .• I a/OC,NF) Specifically, Agency map.agenient designed . 
the folfowing plans tl:i.at are adequate to ensure compliance with the 
Order. 

Q> fTS//aI//WF) Tu€ OGC will report on the operations of 
the program for each renewal of the Order. 

@ CIS//Sr/,l}W} O&C plans to conduct pertodic audits of 
the queries. 

pon issuance of the 
r er, · au was pu on hold to complete the 

cornt-ordered report. OIG will modify the audit plan to 
include tlle new requirements of the Order. Once 
sufftctent operations have _occurred under the Order to 

· allow for a fu1I ·range of compliance and/ or substantive 
testing, fue audit will proceed. 

- - -

1 Cu"? 8ECKHT//C01H;N:rl 
. . . 

/OJffXJ.l\1 }WfO.J:Z .. V/111\lJ:r 
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l'FS//8!/ /~ The activities conducted under fue Order are 
extremely sensitive given the 1isk of encmmte.rtng. U .s·. person 
information. The Agency must take this responsibility seriously and 
show good faifu in its execution. Much of the foundation for a strong 
control system is set up by the Order itself, in the form of mandated 
conrrol procedures. In many ways, Agency management has made 
the controls even stronger. Our recommendations will address 
conb:ol wealmesses not covered by the Order or Agency management 
and will meet Federal standards for internal control. Once the noted 
weaknesses are addressed, and additional controls are :Implemented, 
the management control system will provide reasonable assurance 
that the terms of the Order will not be violated. 
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(U) ABOUT ,~awu: AUDRT 

{U) Olbijec:thres 

ffS//Sl) 'lhe overall objective of this reviewwas to determine 
whether management controls ,'li.lill provide reasonable assurance 
that Agency management complies with the terms of the Order. 
Speci:B.c objectives were to: 

" verify tl~at Agency management has designed the contJ."ol 
procedures mandated by the Order. 

e assess the adequacy of all management controls in 
acc.ordance with the Standards qf Intemal Con:troi in the 
Federal Gouemmen:J:. 

(Y//1?0:IJ.O} Toe audit was eon.ducted from May 24, ,2006 to July 8, 
2006. 

RJ//POUOj We :Interviewed Agency personnel and reviewed 
documentation to satis:ly the review objecti.ves. 

rfS//6:ij We did not conduct a full range of compliance and/ or 
substantive testing tl'IB.t would allow us to draw conclusions on the 
efficacy of management controls. Our assessment was limited to the 
overall adeq~acy of management controls, as .direct-eel by the Order. 

f.PG/i□:f) As footnoted, we did not assess controls related to fue 
retention of telephony meta.data pursuant to the Order. As the Order 
authorizes NSA to retai.I.1 data for up to ftve years, such. controls 
would not be applicable at this time. 

TOI' BBGREJ.1//fJOMINF-- "0-RCON,NO:POR,\7//Mll . 
13 
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(U) Business Records FISC Order 
. .,..,_, ____ ... ··----i""'---•··--·--........ 1---·---..... _~ .. •-r1-........ ~, ..... _. __ .... --·---···--... --

(U) Mandated Terms and Control Procedures 

(T&<tSl#.NF) 

Control Terms of tl:te Order Responsible Control Procedures 
Area Entity 

Collection of NSA may obtain telephony metadata, which · OGC At least twice every 90 days, OGC shall conduct random spot 
Meta.data includes comprehensive coIDllllllllca:tions routing checks, consisting of an ~xamination of a sample of call detail 

information, including but not limited to session records obtained, to en.."Ul"e that NSA is receiving only data as 
identifying information ( e.g., originating and authorized by the Court and not receiving the subst..antive 
terminating telephone number, communications content of the communications (pg. 10, para (4)J). 

,, 
'! 

device identifier, etc.), trunk identifier, a:o.d time 
and duration of call. Telephony metadata does I not include the substantive content of any 
coillJIIl.lilication, as defined by 18 USC 2510(8) or 
the name, address, or financial inf onnation of a 
. subscriber or ~ustomer (pg. 2, para 2). 
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Terms of the Order 

Although data collected under this order will be 
broad, the use of that information for analysis 
shall be strictly tailored to identifying terrorist 
communications and shall occur solely accordmg 
to the procedures described in the application 
(pg. 6, para (4)D)-

1~1- t I 

Any search or analysis of the data archive shall 
occur only after a particular lcn;ane 

g. 5, para (4)A)-

• Based on the factual and practical 
· considerations of evezyday life on which 
reasonable and prudent persons act, there 
are facts giving rise lo a :reasonable, 
articulable suspicion that the telephone 
number is associated with 

para (4)A); · 

• A telephone number believed to be used 
by a U.S. person shall not be re2arded as 
as:K>ciated with 

asis 
_ _ .eFirst 

Amendment to the Constitution (pg. 5, 
para(4)A). 

DmNSA shall establish mandatory procedures 
strictly to control access to and use of the archived 
data collected pursuant to this Order (pg. 5, para 
'4)A). 

Responsible 
Entity 

OGC 

PM,Chiefor 
D/Chiefof 
AAD, Shift 

Coordinators 

PM· Chief& ' . 
D/Chiefof 

A.AD, &Shift 
Coordinators 

AADAnalysts 

!I!! 
Support 

OGC 

OGC 

Control Procedures 

OGC ·shall review and approve proposed queries of iµ-chlved 
meta.data based on seed account numbers reasonably believed to 
be used by U.S. persons .(pg. 6, para (4)C). 

Queries of archived data must be ·approved by one of seven 
persons: SID PM fur CT Special Projects, the Chief or Deputy 
Chief, Counterterrorism Advanced Analysis Division. or one of 
the four specially authorized CT Advanced .Analysis Shift 
Coordinators in the Analysis and Production Direc;tomte of SID 
(pg. 7, para (4)D). 

SID PM for CT Special Projects; Chi,ef and Deputy Chief, CT 
·Advanced.Analysis Division., and CT Advanced Analysis Shift 
Coordinators shall establish appropriate management controls 
( e.g., records of all tasking decisions, audit and review 
procedures) for access to the archived data (pg. 8, para (4)G). 

Maintain a record ofjustffications because at least every ninety 
days, the Department of Justice shall review a sample ofNSA' s 
Justifications for querying the archived data (pg. 8, para (4JE). 

When the meta.data archive is accessed, the user·s login, IP 
address, date and time, and retrieval request shall be 
automatically logged for auditing capability (pg. 6, para (4)C). 

OGC will monitor the func:tioning of this auiomatic logging 
caJ?abili1y (pg. 6, para (4)C). 

Analysts shall be briefed by OGC conceming the authorization. 
granted by this Order and the limiled circumstances in which 
queries to the archive are permitted, as well as other procedures 
and restrictions regarding the retrieval, storage, and 
dissernmation of the archived data (pg. 6, para (4)G). 

=ror 3:ECRET':COMl?H'•t•:OH)RN/''>01] 0404 
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Jnfun:nation 

Meta.data 
Retention 

Dtrt3- Security 

1: 

. Oversight 

11 ,, 

ffi:P Sf:C'RET.S/OO.rv., 

Terms of the Order 

Dissemination of U.S. person information shall 
follow the standard NSA roinimiz~tion procedures 
found in tb.1:: Attomey General-approved 
guidelines (USSID 18) (pgs. 6~7, para (4)D) & pg. 
8, para ( 4)G). 

Mctadata collected under this Order may be kept 
online (that is,.accessible for queries by cleared 
analysts) for five years, at which time it shall be 
destroyed (pg. 8, para (4)F). 

(fS//SI//NF) DlRNSA sball establish mandatory 
procedures strictly to control access to and use of 
the archived data collected pursuant to this Order 
(pg.5,pata(4)A). 

The IG, GC, and the SID Oversight and 
Compliance Office shall periodically review this 
program (pg. 8, para (4):11) •. 

'H1NOFORJ•T 'lMR ST .. 06-0018 

Responsible Control Procedures 
Entity 

Cbiefof. Prior to the dissemi:oati.on of any U.S. person identifying 
Information information, the Chief of Information Sharing Services in SID 

Sharing must determine that the information identifying the U.S. person 
Services in SID is in. fact related to Counterterrorism information and that it is 

necessary to underst.and the. Coun.terterrorism information or 
assess its importance (pg. 7, para (4)D). 

A record shall be made of every such determination (pg. 7, para 
(4)D). 

Ill! None 

Support 

11111 The metadata shall be stored and processed on a secure private 
network that NSA exclusively will operate (pg. 5, para (4)B). 

Support Access to the metadata archive shall be ;i.ccomplished thmug..'1 a 
software :interface that will limit access to this data to 
authorized. analysts controlled by user name ~d password 
(pg. 5, para (4)C). 

,• 

OGC 
OGC shall monitor the designation of individuals with access to 
the archive (pgs. 5-6, para (4)C). · -

. IG, Ge.and The IG and GC shall sub:p:rit a report to DIRNSA 45 days after 
SID Oversight the initiation of the activity assessing the adequacy of the 

and Compliance management controls for the processing and dissemination of 
Office U.S. person information (pg. 81 para (4}H). 

DIRNSA shall provide the findings of that report to the 
DJRNSA Attorney Genetal (pg. 9, para (4)H), 
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TOI? l::BCRET//CO),ffiJTl 

To: Office of the Inspector Genera 

Cc: Office of 
Cou11te1terr'==on=s1:-:-n--..:=ro=u=--=-c2tio=r=-1 .,...cr:-cn"'"te=r=· 

Chlef~pliance 
.SSG1-

4'fOfORN-HZ0301 l 15 

PROGRJ\J\1 Jv.m1VIORANDU1\II 

PM-031-06 Reissued 
29 Aug20Q6' 

SUBJECT:(TS/fSJf/HI9,-PMO Response to IG-10681-06, Subject Draft.Repott on the 
Assessment of Management Controls foe impleme1iting the FISA Comt Order: Telephony 
Business Recorde (SY.0 06-0018) 

1. ~) The SIGil'IT Directorate Program Office appreciates and ,~relc::omes the 
Inspector General Office's review of program operations as required by the subject court 
order. The Program Office offers the following response. 

2. (TS,(1SJ:l.QliF) This repo1t·presents three findings/recommendations. Finding one 
· pertains to procedures to provide a higher level of assurance that nan-compliant data will 
not be colJected and, if inadvertently collected, will be swiftly expunged and not mi,ide 
available for analysis. Finding two pertains to the goal to separate t111, authority to 
approve meta.data queries from the capability to conduct queries. Finding three pe1tains · 
to the requirement to conduct peri.odio reconciliation of approved telephone numbers with 
the logs of queried mnnbers to veiify that only authorized queries have b'een made. · 

3. ~ With respect to Finding One, the Program Office acknowledges 
that the item is factually correct and concurs with the assessment with comment. It 
should be noted that internal management controls, ·101own as softv;.rare rules that are part 
of the-database, do prevent the data in question from ever being loaded into 
the operation~ contact chaining databases. Sti.11, the data in question did exist in the 
dataflow and should: be suppressed on the provider-end as the OIG recommends. 

•a ~01TectiveActions: Although already partially implemented 
am.on~ the proviclers, the final system upgrade necessm-y to hlock the data in question 
:from one provider 011 the incoming dataflow is scheduled to be in place by 8 September 
2.006. Testing continues at this time. 

4, T'fSf/Sff/NJiy. Finding Two recommends two additional controls. With respect to the 
first, "Tile authority to approve metadata q_ueries should be segregated from the capability 
to conduct metadata q'ueries", th~ Pro gram Office agrees tbe assessment has merit, but 
cannot implement the required corrective actions. In. theory, the OIG recommendation is 
sound and conforms fully to the standards of internal control in the Federal Government. 
In practical temis, it is not somethtng_that cfl.ll be easily implemented given the 
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11.~k/benefit tradeoff and real world constraints. Manpower ceilings and available analytic 
cx.pe.rtise are the two mosi significant limiting factors. · 

5. {'f'8//S1'iHF) The Advanced Analysis Division (S2I5) is comprised of personnel of 
varying grad.es and experience levels. Giveuthe requirements of the court order, the Shift. 
Coordinators are required to be the most experienced intelligence analysts, have the most 
training and consequently hold the most senior grade Jevels. They therefore are given the 
authority to aJ_}p-rove data queiies, and because of their status can also e-.xecute queries. 
Removing this dimension of fu.eir authorities would severely limit the versatility of the 
most experienced operations personnel. Also, as their title implies, they are also the most 
senior personnel present d11J111g each operational shift and in effect control the ops tempo 
on the operations floor. Replicating that senior structure to accommodate the OIG 
recommendation is not possible given. current mam1ing authorizations and ops tempo. 

a. ~ow ever, there are d1ecks and baJances already in place to help 
mitigate the risks cited. For example, the Shift Coordinators.routinely approve queries 
into the database based on selectors meeting a reasonable articulable suspicion standard 
IA W with NSA OGC w1itten guidelines and verbal briefings. Any queries initiated from 
probable U.S. selectors must be individua.Uy approved by the OGC. In this way, the risk 
of error or fraud. associated with the requirements of the court order is acceptably 
mitigated witbin available manning and analytic talent constraints. 

b.~) Con-ective Actions: Corrective actions cannot be implemented · 
· ~thou.t significantly increasing manning levels of senior, highly ski1led analysts. In our 

view, the benefit gained will notjustify the manpower increase required. However, it 
may be pqssible to implem1;1nt additional checks and audits on the query approval 
process. AB recommended in the response to Finding Three below, Oversight and 
Compliance could, if they accept an expanded role, use (yet to be developed) new 
automated software tools to regularly review the audit logs of all shift coordinators. With 
software changes to the audit logs it would be possible to ~asily compare numbers 
approved and their accompanying justifications agafostnumbers chah1ed. In this way, it 
would be possible to review the shift coordinator1s actions against the standards 
established by the court The Program Office recommends that this co1rective action be 
pur81led as prut of the long temi goal discussed below. 

6. "i'fS{/gil(NE)_Find:ing Three reads 11con.duct pc-.riodic recoi.1ciliation of approved 
telephone numbers with the logs of queried numbers to verify that only authorized. 
qu.eries have been made UIJder tl1e order". The Program Office agrees with this 
assessme11t However, competing priorities for the software programming talent 
necessary to implement improvements to the audit logs, as well as to perform the 
pro grammiug necessary to create automated rec-onciliation reports, require that this issue: 
be addressed as a Io11g tenn goal. 

a.~ If SID management approves a pending Program Office request to 
detail two computer programmers to the team for six-to-nine month rotations, suitable 

· procedures and.software tools could be implemented. Also, the Program Office has 
approached the office of Oversight and Compliance about accepting the responsibility of 
conducting the recommended audits. That negotiation is ongoing: 

TO~ £:J;lCRBTkGm ffilT/ l'#OFOIDY/2:0301115 
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b. ~ Corrective Action: Acceptable tools and procedures can be developed 
within six months if the required manpower is allocated, Assuming the Program team's 
request is granted, this initiative can be completed by 28 Feb1uary 2007. The corrective 
action will include: 

1, ~) Improvements to the audit: logs to make them more user fri_endly 

2. · ~ Reports that provide a useable audit trail from requester, to approver, 
to any resulting reports. These reports ·will be used to automatically identify any 
discrepan.cies in the query process (i.e. queries made, but not approved). 

~. ~ Complete the negotiations with SID Oversight & Compliance 

7. ~Please contact me if you have additional questions. 

SID Program. Manager 
CT Special Prograins 
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IT'S EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS -

. TO REPORT SUSPECTED ffiSTANCES OF FRAUD, 
WASTE, AND MISMANAGEMENT, CALL OR VISIT 

THE NSA/CSS IG DUTY OFFICER 
ON 963-5023s 

IN OPS2AJROOM 2A.0930 

IF YOU WISH TO CONTACT THE OIG BY MAIL, 
ADDRESS CORRESPONDENCE TO: 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
NATIONAL SECURJTY AGENCY/ 
CENTRAL SECURITY SERVICE 

ATT: INSPECTOR GENERAL 
9800 SAVAGE ROAD, STE 6247 

FT. l\1EADE, I\1D 20755-6247 · 
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. . ' .. 

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR.GENERAL 
NATION.AL SECURITY AGENCY · 
CENT~ SECURITY SERVICE· .. , 

TO: DIRECTOR, NSA, 

SUBJECT: fffi//Sf//N.F} FISA Court Order: Telephony. 
· Business Records (Sf-06-0018) 

10 July 2006 
IG-10667-O6 

· 1. {".ffi//SI//JNE) Background and Objective. The Order of the ~oreign ·. : 
Intelligence Surveillance Court issued 24 May 2006 in In Re Application of the FBI · 
etc., No. BR-06-05 {Telephony Business Records) states that "[t]he I:n$pector .. . 
Ge~eral and the General ~ounsel shall submit a report.to the Director of NSA 4!5· 
days after the initiation of the activity [permitted by the Qrder] assessing the· · . 
adequacy of the manage~ controls for the p1;ocessing !llld_ dissemination o~ . : · 
U.S. person information." This is that report. The Order furtli.er states that . . · · · . . 
"[t]he-Director ef NSA shall provide th~ findings of that report to the Attorney · · 
General." Order at. 8-9. The Order sets no deadline for transm:Lssion of the. . 
findings to the Attorney Gener:al. · 

· · . 2. (ISJ /Si//}.JE) finding. The management controls designed by the .. · .. 
Agency to govern the processing, diss.emination, security, and.oversight of · · 
telephony metadata and U.S.-person information obtained under the Order are 
adequate and in several aspects exceed the terms of tne Order. However, due to_ 
the risk associated with the collection and proces.sing of telep+1ony metad_ata • . . 
involving U.S. person information, three additionai controls should be put ·in · . :. · · · 
place. Specifically;Agency management should (1) ~esign pros:edure~ to. :.· · : ; ·: . 
provide a higher level of assurance that non-compliant data will not be collected . . · ·.: 
and, if inadvertently collected, will ·be swiftly expunged and not made available·· 
for analysis; (2) separate the authority to approve metadata queries from th~· · 
capability to conduct queries of metadata under the Order; and (3) condµct . . . .. 
periodic reconciliation of approved telephone numbers to the logs of queried . · ·_. . 
numbers to verify that only authorized queries have l;>een made under the 
Order. · .. , , ,·· 

: . 

I 
-'-· 

·m P S f'CR FTl1C O.~·tlPtf.1/.NO:J 'OUi''lh'MR 
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-2-

· • 3. ITS,l.LsJ) Further Review. The Inspector General will make formal · 
recommendati~~o the Director, NSA/ CSS, in a separate report regarding the 
design and implementation of the additional controls. 

r • • -

4. ~We appreciate the courtesy and cooperation extended •·_. 
throughout our review to the auditors .from the Office of the Inspector General: · 
and the attorneys from the Office of the General Counsel who consulted with · · 
them. If you need clarification or additional information please contact-
-on 9_63-t42l(s) or via e-mail at . · . . . _ 

. ' .. ', ' 
Inspector Gene~al · 

.· ': . . 

~ I endorse ilie conclu~on that the management control~ for th~ ·. · .: : .· · · 
proce~sing an~ dissem.i.µatio1?- of U.S. person ~ormation are adequ~t7 . 

L ROBERT L. DEITZ 
General Counsel . 

. . 

: .. •' '. 

. .. 
',,. ·. 

·. : . ·. :: ' 
. ., . •. . '• .,. 

'. ' ... 
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TOP SEORET/fCOMINT/fNOPORU/1203 01129 

FM: SID Oversight & Compliance 

Date: 11 July 2006 

Subject: Final- Responses to the OIG - Reques~ for Information - Business 
Records Or~er (U) 

SID Oversight and Compliance 

1. (TS//Sl/f NF) Written plans for periodically reviewing tMs program. 

lTSJJSI//Pff)--SID Oversight and Compliance will: 

ln coordination with Program Office, conduct weekly reviews of list of 
analysts authorized to access Business Records data and ensure that only 
approved analysts have access. Oversight & Compliance will inform NSA's 
Office of General Counsel {OGC)of the results of the reviews and provide 
copies if needed to OGC. 

Perform periodic s1.:1per audits of queries. 

Work with the Program Office to ensure that the data remains appropriately 
labeled, stored and segregated according to the t~rms of the court order. 

2. (TS//51//NF) Written procedures in addition to USSID SPOOlB to 
ensure compliance with standard NSA minimization procedures for the 
dissemination of U.S. person information. 

(TS//SI//NF) SID Oversight and Compliance has a documented SOP which 
outlines the process to _ensure compliance with standard NSA minimization 
procedures: 

During normal duty hours, every report from this order containing U.S. or 2nd 

Party identities Is reviewed by SID Oversight and Compliance prior to 
dissemination. 

SID Oversight & Compliance (SV) reviews the products (Tippers} and 
creates a "one-time dissemination" authorization memorandum for signature 
of the Chief or Deputy Chief of Information Sharing Services. 

The NSOC 500 approves dissemination authorizations after hours. 

S2I/Counterterrorism Production Center provides SV with a copy of any 
report that is approved by NSOC/S00 for disseminatlon. · 

Oversight and Compiiance then Issues a memorandum for the record 
stipulating that the U.S. or 2nd Party identities contained in that report were 
authoriz~d for dissemination by the_ NSOC/500. 
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